AFGE Local Officers Resource Guide

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

This guide includes resources designed to help AFGE Local Presidents educate and lead the local union. It contains information on the roles and responsibilities of local union officers as well as useful tools for helping develop union activists and mentor them in their union work. Keep this guide handy and use the resources in this book in one-on-one education sessions with officers, stewards, and members.

Stewards and other union activists will find the information contained in this guide useful in building confidence in performing their duties and gaining a more complete understanding of the goals and objectives of AFGE and the local union.

Every local officer should have a copy of the AFGE Resource Library, available on a CD-ROM. The CD contains resource materials (including forms, manuals, and regulations) covering important union topics such as membership and organizing, legislative and political action, workplace representation, communications and local union administration.

To order your copy of the AFGE Resource Library, log onto www.afge.org.
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Primary Goal of Local Union Officers:

Building a Strong Local Union
Building a Strong Local Union

The strength of AFGE is based upon the strength of our local unions. A strong local union is one that has the majority of the bargaining unit as active members, and a majority of the members engaged in collective actions. When trying to solve a workplace problem or allocate the local’s income, we should ask: Will this help build the Local? Is there a different approach that will strengthen the union? We build a stronger Local by: Involving and educating the membership, and identifying and encouraging potential leaders.

Involving and Educating the Membership

A strong local union is one that has grassroots membership support and involvement. Our leadership efforts should be directed at increasing the activism of our members. Membership mobilization is the key to member activism. We educate members through one-on-one contacts, Lunch & Learns, and other two-way communication forums that give Local leaders an opportunity to talk with members and to hear their concerns. Once members understand the issue and what is at stake, we can involve them in collective actions to increase our power (e.g., wearing a button, passing out flyers to work groups, meeting with Members of Congress, etc.).

Identifying and Encouraging New Leaders

No AFGE Local can be strong without a secondary leadership base. As we mobilize and recruit more members, we often become aware of potential new leaders. It is our responsibility as local officers to develop these potential leaders by encouraging them and giving them more challenging union assignments. As they become more involved and take on greater challenges, they develop confidence and their commitment to the organization grows.

LEADERSHIP TIP:
Identifying New Union Activists and Potential Leaders

In group meetings with employees and union members, use a conversational tone that engages group members in a two-way dialogue. Utilize active listening techniques.

Support the natural leaders of the group and then ask them to take on a small task representing the group. Dedicate some time to mentoring the new activist to help ensure that he or she is successful at the task.

An easy task for the new activist is to distribute AFGE education materials. AFGE has legislative issues updates available at its website. The new activist can be provided copies of this information to distribute to members one-on-one. This allows him or her to begin the process of educating and mobilizing his or her co-workers and developing their natural leadership abilities.
The Three Key Functions of AFGE: Organizing, Representation, And Legislative and Political Action

Organizing, representation, and legislative and political action make up the key functions of AFGE. Each program is interdependent—if any one of these programs is weak, all of our efforts suffer. Our success in organizing and recruiting new members is dependent upon our perceived strength in bargaining and legislative action. Likewise, our success in lobbying for higher pay for government employees or for demanding fair practices at the bargaining table is dependent upon our organizing strength and our ability to mobilize our members to support these activities.

Commitment to the three major programs of the union only comes from an understanding of what the union is trying to achieve, what strategies we use, and how our success or failure will impact each and every worker and their family. This understanding is reached through union education (both formal and informal) which encourages discussion and debate.

Advice for Union Leaders

1. Be visible in the work place.
2. Get close to the members and stay close to the members.
3. Tell members it’s their union and then behave that way.
4. Don’t be afraid to ask members to get involved.
5. The union is not an insurance policy on which members make claims—it is the collective effort of members to improve the quality of their lives.
6. Communicate excitement, energy, and confidence.
7. Let workers know that by working together, we can win.
8. Say less and listen more.
9. If you don’t know the answer, don’t pretend to.
10. Speak from the heart.
CHAPTER 2

How AFGE Operates
How AFGE Operates

Union Profile

Beginnings. The American Federation of Government Employees was formed in 1932. AFGE joined the American Federation of Labor in 1932 and has been an affiliate of the AFL-CIO since the two organizations merged in 1955.

Size. AFGE, the largest federal employee union, represents 600,000 federal and D.C. government workers nationwide and overseas. 200,000 of this group are dues paying members.

Composition. AFGE members inspect the food we eat and the places we work, they protect citizens from the illicit flow of drugs, maintain the safety of our nation’s borders, care for our nation’s veterans, serve as a vital link to Social Security recipients, and keep our national defense systems prepared for any danger. The majority of our members work in federal offices across the nation in a diverse variety of occupations including mechanics, lawyers, correctional officers, environmentalists, nurses, and mine inspectors.

Geographic Spread. The union is headquartered in Washington, D.C., and divided into 12 geographical districts consisting of some 1,100 locals. Of the 1.75 million people employed by the federal government, only 250,000 are based in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. Over one-half of AFGE’s members are consolidated into agency-wide bargaining units. Agencies with the highest concentration of union membership include the Department of Defense, the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Social Security Administration and the Department of Justice.

AFGE Governance and Organizational Structure

AFGE Constitution

The AFGE Constitution sets forth the rules by which the union conducts its business. Just like the Constitution of the United States, it is a living, changing document. It has the legal force of a contract. The democratically elected delegates to the AFGE convention have the power to change or amend the Constitution.

National Convention

This is the highest governing authority of the Union. AFGE holds its convention every 3 years, usually in August. Once the Convention makes a decision, that decision stands, and it must be carried out by every single officer and employee of the Union--at both the local and national levels. Convention action can be changed only by a later Convention or by a referendum of the membership.

The Convention has the power to:

■ Adopt and promulgate laws and policies of AFGE.
■ Interpret and amend the Constitution.
■ Elect the National President, Secretary-Treasurer and Director of the Women’s Department.
■ Establish per-capita dues to the National.
■ Act as a final court of review for members who feel they have not been treated fairly at lower levels of the Union.
Delegates to the AFGE Convention are elected by Local unions with the number of delegates per Local determined by membership strength as specified in the AFGE Constitution. Any chartered national, regional, state or district council is entitled to two delegates.

**Locals**

AFGE has more than 1100 chartered local unions in the United States and its territories. Members elect the officers and delegates of their Local and send them as representatives to the AFGE National Convention. All AFGE members including National Officers, National Vice Presidents, District Coordinators, and Local Officers, must be members in good standing in their home Local.

**National Bargaining Councils**

AFGE has more than 121 chartered Councils who have been approved by the union’s National Executive Council. Only locals in good standing may be affiliated with AFGE Councils. Of this number, approximately 30 are Bargaining Councils. Bargaining Councils typically:

- Represent member locals at the agency level of the labor and management relationship
- Elect its own officers at its own convention attended by locals in the council
- Negotiate agency-wide contracts covering council locals
- Lobby for its Locals’ issues

**National Executive Council**

Between AFGE National Conventions, the NEC is the policy making and governing body of the Union. The NEC monitors legislative matters directly affecting federal and D.C. government employees and initiates legislative action as directed by the National Convention.

The Executive Board consists of the:

- National President
- National Secretary-Treasurer
- Director of the Women’s Department
- Twelve National Vice Presidents

The NEC has the responsibility for instructing locals to affiliate and actively cooperate with central, state, district, or regional labor bodies in their respective localities. The NEC is empowered by the National Constitution to use every legitimate means to consolidate or merge locals, irrespective of district boundaries, with the purpose of creating stronger union entities and eliminating fragmented organizations.
AFGE STRUCTURE

AFGE National Convention
(Article V, Section 2 - National Conventions shall be the true and legitimate source of all authority and the final court of appeal.)

National Executive Council
(Article XIII, Section 5 - The NEC shall have power to make rules to govern matters not in conflict with this Constitution. Section 9 - No money of AFGE shall be expended unless authorized by the NEC or specifically provided for by act of National Convention.)

National President
(Article IX, Section 1 - The National President shall function as the Chief Executive Officer of the Federation and shall exercise supervision of the affairs of the Federation subject to the approval of the National Executive Council.)

National Vice Presidents
(Article XII, Section 1 - They shall exercise general supervision over the affairs of their respective districts.)

Operations Departments
(Article XVII, Section 3 - All councils shall be subject to the rules & regulations of the AFGE & NEC.)

Councillors

National Secretary Treasurer
(Article X, Section 1 - The NST shall have custody and properly maintain the papers and effects of the National Office.)

Finance & Information Services Department

Women’s Director
(Article XI, Section 1 - Director shall develop & exercise general supervision over the affairs of the WD & FPD.)

Women’s & Fair Practices Department

District Coordinators

Locals

District National Vice Presidents

AFGE is structured into 12 geographic districts. Each District has a National Vice President (NVP) and staff. The Districts are responsible for carrying out the goals and programs of AFGE. Delegates representing the Locals within each District elect a National Vice President every three years at a District caucus. In addition to electing a NVP, at each District triennial caucus a District elects a Fair Practices Affirmative Action Coordinator and a National Woman’s Advisory Committee member.
Duties of National Officers and Staff

**National President.** The National President (NP) is the principal officer of AFGE and the official speaker for the Union. He or she has full responsibility for:

- Administering and implementing policies between National Executive Council meetings and the AFGE conventions.
- Presiding over the convention and meetings of the National Executive Council (NEC) including planning and management of Convention and NEC meeting logistics.

The National President is an AFL-CIO Vice President and a member of the AFL-CIO Executive Board. Assisting the National President is an Executive Assistant, an Administrative Assistant, an Executive Secretary and a Secretary.

**National Secretary-Treasurer.** The National Secretary-Treasurer (NST) is charged with maintaining the Federation's documents, fiduciary records, and property including:

- Receiving all monies and disbursing monies of AFGE in payment of obligations for the Federation.
- Investing surplus funds, directing audits of affiliates, and maintaining the union’s membership records.
- Submitting financial reports to the National Executive Council and at the triennial National Convention, and submitting the required financial reports to the Department of Labor and Internal Revenue Service.

The NST also ensures that District, Council, and Locals receive the information and forms they need to conduct District and Local elections and to elect delegates to the National Convention. The NST’s staff consists of one Administrative Assistant, one Special Assistant and one Confidential Secretary.

**Director of the Women’s Department.** Since 1985, the Women’s Director has supervised both the Women’s Department and the Fair Practices Department, an arrangement formalized in Article XI of the Constitution by the 1997 Convention. The Women’s Department is responsible for:

- Advocacy and training on family and medical leave, child care, sexual harassment, and the impact of domestic violence on the workplace.
- Enforcing AFGE’s internal sexual harassment policy approved by the NEC.
- Providing civil rights expertise to the Federation, and concentrating on significant EEO representational matters of AFGE Locals and members.
- Overseeing the Human Rights Committee’s (HRC) budget as well as facilitating communication and activity of the HRC.

The Women’s and Fair Practices Departments consist of the Director, a Program Coordinator, Administrative Assistant and Supervising Attorney, 3 EEO specialists/attorneys and 2 secretaries.

**National Vice Presidents.** Each of the 12 AFGE National Vice Presidents (NVPs) is responsible for supervising all policies and programs of the Union within a District. Within the District, NVPs are charged with:

- Supervising and directing National Representatives assigned to their District.
- Assisting Locals in negotiating and implementing contracts.
- Handling grievances and appeals at the district level up to and including the regional level. (In the 14th District, the NVP deals directly with DC government department heads).
District staffing levels are based on membership numbers within the District. In addition to the listed staff, each District has an elected Fair Practices Coordinator and a Women’s Coordinator.

- District 2, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, a Legislative and Political Organizer, and 4 NRs.
- District 3, NVP, a Confidential Secretary, 3 NRs, and a Field Attorney from the GCO’s office.
- District 4, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 5 NRs.
- District 5, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, a Legal Assistant, a Secretary, 6 NRs and a Field Attorney from the GCO’s office.
- District 6, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 2 NRs.
- District 7, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, 1 NR, and a Field Attorney from the GCO’s office.
- District 8, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 2 NRs.
- District 9, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 3 NRs.
- District 10, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, a Word Processing Clerk, and 4 NRs.
- District 11, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 3 NRs.
- District 12, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, a Secretary, and 5 NRs.
- District 14, NVP, an Administrative Assistant, and 3 NRs.

Non-Elected Full-Time Staff. AFGE employs non-elected full-time staff who support departmental functions. Full-time staff employees working at or out of AFGE headquarters are under the supervision of Departmental Directors who are in turn supervised by National Officers.

National Organizers (NOs) work at headquarters and are dispersed throughout the field. NOs direct and support organizing campaigns throughout the Union under the supervision of the Director of Membership and Organizing. Legislative Political Organizers (LPOs) direct and support grassroots political action efforts throughout the Union.

National Representatives (NRs) are dispersed throughout the Districts and are under the supervision of the NVPs. Most NRs are assigned to assist specific Locals by the NVP. They are responsible for assisting these locals in meeting all of the goals of the Union.

AFGE Departments

Representation

General Counsel. The General Counsel’s Office (GCO) is responsible for providing legal counsel, analysis, and assistance to the National President and other general officers, the NEC, Council Presidents, Local Presidents, National Representatives and National Office departments. The GCO litigates before federal, state, and local courts and administrative agencies. The GCO consists of the General Counsel, Deputy General Counsel, 4 Assistant General Counsels at AFGE headquarters, as well as 3 Assistant General Councils located in Districts 3, 5, and 7, 1 Staff Council for Veteran’s Affairs, 1 Secretary, 1 paralegal and 3 legal assistants.

Office of Labor Management Relations.
The Office of Labor Management Relations (OLMR) provides staff expertise in collective bargaining, partnership, personnel system changes and other areas of direct relationship between AFGE affiliates and agency management. The OLMR consists of the Supervisor, a Labor Relations Assistant, and 4 Labor Relations Specialists.
Union Building

Membership & Organization Department. The Membership and Organization Department assists AFGE Districts, Councils and Locals in their efforts to increase membership, as well as educate and mobilize those members into a strong national union. The Department consists of the Director, an Administrative Assistant, 2 Secretaries, a Member Services Representative, a Research Assistant, a National Benefits Coordinator, 4 National Organizers at headquarters, and 17 Field Organizers.

Education and Leadership Development Department. The Education and Leadership Development Department coordinates AFGE's national leadership development program and develops standardized curriculum for use in AFGE Districts, Councils and Locals. The Department consists of the Director and a Secretary.

Legislative and Political Action

Legislative Department. The Legislative Department lobbies Congress and the Administration, educates grassroots activists to lobby Congress, and makes recommendations on campaign contributions that will enhance our legislative program. The Department consists of the Director, a Legislative Assistant, and 4 Legislative Representatives.

AFGE-PAC & Issue Mobilization Department. This Department’s provide AFGE members the tools and resources they need to be effective, grassroots political activists. The PAC consists of the Director, the PAC Assistant, a Campaign Finance Compliance Specialist, a Union Development Political Organizer, and 3 Field Legislative and Political Organizers.

Political Affairs Department. The Political Affairs Department works to elect pro-worker candidates to office and to involve AFGE members in the political process. The Department consists of the Director, an Assistant Coordinator for Campaigns and Elections and a Political Affairs Specialist.

Public Policy Department. The Public Policy Department researches and advocates for AFGE members on federal employee issues including pay, benefits, job security, and workplace health & safety. The Department consists of the Director, a Labor Relations Assistant, a Health and Safety Specialist, a Defense Policy Analyst, a Policy/ Government Procurement Analyst, a Statistician and a Receptionist.

Union Communications

Communications Department. The Communications Department ensures that AFGE’s message is widely dispersed at the national and local levels. The Department designs videos, print media and web communications that also serve as effective organizing tools. The Department consists of the Director, Assistant Director, a Secretary, 2 Web Site Administrators and 2 Communications Specialists.

Service Department. The Service Department prepares mass mailings, designs and prints AFGE publications and training materials, receives and distributes mail, and processes requests from locals for AFGE materials. The Department consists of the Supervisor, 3 Printing Specialists, 2 Clerks and a Graphics Specialist.
Human Resources, Finance, and Information Services

**Personnel Department.** The Personnel Department provides professional & administrative support for the personnel needs of AFGE employees. The Department consists of the Human Resources Administrator.

**Finance and Information Services Department.** The Finance and Information Services Department (FIS) consists of 3 sections. The Finance Section (FIN) of the FIS Department performs all of the financial reporting of AFGE. The Data Processing Section (DPS) of the FIS Department enters all membership changes. FIS’s Management Information System Section (MIS) manages AFGE’s computer network. The Department is managed by the Director and Deputy Director. The FIN consists of the Secretary to the Director, Lead Accounting Clerk, 2 Staff Accountants, an Insurance Clerk, a Word Processing Clerk, and 5 Accounting Clerks. The DPS consists of the Supervisor, a Computer Operator, a Night Operator, a Lead Data Entry Clerk, 2 Data Entry Clerks, and a Data Processing Clerk. The MIS consists of the Program Manager, a LAN Administrator, and a Computer Analyst.

Building Security and Maintenance

**Building Operations.** The Building Operations staff performs routine preventive maintenance and repair of the national headquarters building including mechanical engineering, electrical, and heating and cooling. The Department consists of the Chief, a Maintenance Engineer, and a Utility Man.

How Much Are Minimum Union Dues?

Effective January 1, 2001, the per capita tax is $13.00 per member per month ($0.50 per retired member per month). Each local establishes its own dues structure with a dues level high enough to allow payment of the per capita tax and to provide sufficient funds for the operating expenses of the Local. The average union dues payment is $10.00 per member per bi-weekly pay period.

---

**Where Do Our Union Dues Go?**

**The Local Union Share (35%)**
- Representation on Day-to-Day Problems
- Grievance and Arbitration
- New Member Orientation
- Participation in Union Training
- Local Union Newspaper & Web Site Communications
- Special Benefit Plans for Members

**The District Share (27%)**
- Data Processing and Administration
- Representation
- Education & Training
- Legislative and Political Action
- Membership and Organizing

**The National Share (38%)**
- Data Processing, Governance and Administration
- Membership and Organizing
- Legal Defense
- Legal Advocacy
- Representation
- Communications
- Public Policy Research
- Legislation and Political Action
- Education and Leadership Development
- Women’s Affairs and Fair Practices
Who Decides How Much Dues We Pay?

AFGE members decide the dues structure of their local. The convention delegates who are elected by the rank and file members establish the minimum dues structure for the national per capita tax.

What Are Dues Used For?

At all levels of the union—Local, District and the National—our dues are used for:

- Negotiations of contracts
- Enforcement of contracts, handling of grievances, arbitration
- Collective Bargaining
- Education programs and training materials
- Member recruitment and organizing
- Lobbying for legislation
- Political action and grassroots mobilization
- Communications and public relations
- Litigation
- EEO
- Defense Funds

AFL-CIO Structure

AFGE, along with 50 other national labor unions representing working men and women are affiliated with the AFL-CIO (American Federation of Labor–Congress of Industrial Organizations). The AFL-CIO’s mission is to advance social and economic justice in our nation by enabling working people to have a voice on the job, in government, and in their communities. By affiliating with the AFL-CIO on the local level, we guarantee that issues affecting government employees will be heard. The AFL-CIO functions on three levels:

The Central Labor Councils

Chartered by the AFL-CIO, the nearly 570 central labor councils (CLCs) give working families a voice in cities, towns and counties. Many central labor councils participate in “Union Cities,” an initiative to strengthen communities for working families and rebuild the union movement at the grassroots level.

AFL-CIO Field Representatives provide assistance and training to the State Federations and the CLCs. The AFL-CIO field staff relate to the CLCs in the same way that NRs relate to AFGE Local Unions. Affiliation with the CLC is separate from the automatic affiliation all AFGE Locals have with their State Federations of Labor, and requires the payment of a per capita tax to the CLC. Each AFGE Local participates in their CLC through election of Local delegates.

The State AFL-CIO

More commonly known as “State Federations,” the 51 State Federations (including Puerto Rico) coordinate political and legislative activity with local unions to give working families a voice in every State Capital and to gain the ear of each U.S. Congress and Senate member in their home districts. The State Federations are led by officers and boards elected by delegates from local unions and are chartered by the national AFL-CIO.

All AFGE Locals are automatically fully affiliated members of their State Federation. AFGE Locals can fully participate in their State Federation through election of Local delegates. The State Federation sends delegates to the National AFL-CIO quadrennial convention.
The National AFL-CIO

The National AFL-CIO is governed by quadrennial convention. Elected delegates of all AFL-CIO union affiliates set broad policies and goals for the union movement and every four years elect the AFL-CIO officers—the President, Secretary-Treasurer, Executive Vice President and 51 Vice Presidents. These officers make up the AFL-CIO Executive Council, which guides the daily work of the federation. AFGE’s National President holds a seat on the AFL-CIO Executive Council.
CHAPTER 3

Fiduciary Responsibilities of Local Officers
Fiduciary Responsibilities
of Local Officers

Fiduciary Responsibilities under the Law
Every Local president and officer stands in a fiduciary position with respect to the union and its members. The sources of that fiduciary position are the:

- Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA)
- Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act (LMRDA)
- AFGE Constitution
- Local Bylaws
- Union and Local Operating Practices

A Local officer’s fiduciary responsibilities require him/her to hold assets of the Local in trust, to see that the Local’s money is spent only for a proper purpose, and to account for all expenditures of the Local’s assets. It is important to note that all officers are held accountable, not just the Treasurer. Local presidents and other officers need to familiarize themselves with the duties required of them.

Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA)
The Civil Service Reform Act, (CSRA) establishes standards of fiduciary conduct for labor organizations representing government. The general fiduciary obligations that the CSRA imposes upon Local Officers is that they:

- Hold money and property solely for the benefit of the union and its members.
- Manage, invest and disburse union funds and property only as authorized by The Union’s Constitution and Bylaws or by adopted resolution.

- Refrain from any financial or personal interests which conflict with those of the union.
- Account to the union (or pay over to the union) any profits received as a result of transactions conducted on behalf of the organization.

LMRDA
The Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act (LMRDA) provides that “officers, agents, shop stewards, and the other representatives of a labor organization,” occupy positions of trust in relation to the union and its members. Under the LMRDA, Local Officers are required to:

- Hold the union’s money and property solely for the benefit of the union and its members. The operative maxim for every union officer should be, “It’s not my money.”
- Manage, invest, and expand the union’s money in accordance with the union’s Constitution and Bylaws and resolutions adopted pursuant to them.
- Refrain from dealing with the union as an adverse party. The actions of a union officer must be consistent with the interests of the union.
- Refrain from acquiring any financial or personal interest in conflict with that of the union. No officer or employee may receive anything of value from an employer or agent with whom the union has a collective bargaining relationship.
- Account to the union for any profit received by him/her in connection with transactions conducted by him/her on behalf of the union. The provision does not prohibit union officers from receiving such monies, only that they be reported to the union.
Fiduciary Responsibilities under the AFGE Constitution

In addition to the duties set forth by the CSRA and the LMRDA, a Local officer’s fiduciary responsibilities are further defined by the AFGE Constitution in Appendix B, “AFGE Standard Local Constitution.” These requirements apply to independent locals chartered after 1985 and currently cover over 2/3 of AFGE membership locals.

- **Article IV, Sec 1** of Appendix B covers the obligation of local unions to set a dues structure.
- **Article V, Sec. 2** authorizes that each check issued by the Local union be signed by the Secretary-Treasurer and co-signed by the Local President.
- **Article V, Sec. 3** requires that local officers, stewards, agents or employees of the Local who handle the Local’s money or property be bonded.
- **Article V, Sec. 4** requires that each member Local file an annual audit report with AFGE’s NST’s office.
- **Article V, Sec. 5** requires that all books, reports and financial accounts of the Local union be open at all times for inspection by AFGE National Officers or accredited representative of the National Executive Council and any duly authorized and accredited representative of the Local.

Union and Local Operating Practices

Local bylaws generally set forth additional duties of Local officers; however, no Local union bylaws may be in conflict with AFGE’s standard Local Constitution. In addition to Local bylaws, AFGE has established certain operating practices concerning the financial administration of the Local. For example, it is AFGE policy for Local unions to retain bank statements, IRS forms and Department of Labor forms, checkbooks, cancelled checks, cash disbursements, IRS forms and Department of Labor forms and all supporting financial documents for a period of up to five years. Records such as Local union meeting minutes, the Local’s charter, its Constitution and Bylaws, are kept indefinitely.

Many times with the election of new officers, financial and other important legal records of the local may be lost. To avoid this loss, and to ensure safe keeping of local records, it is AFGE operating policy for locals to provide a copy of important IRS and DOL records for safe keeping and future reference.

Breach of Fiduciary Responsibility

The consequences for a Local officer’s breach of his/her fiduciary responsibility can be severe. An officer may be held personally liable for losses sustained by the Local or union as a result of a breach of fiduciary duties. Moreover, the LMRDA provides that an officer who embezzles, steals or otherwise converts Local funds or assets to his/her own use may be fined in an amount up to $10,000 and/or imprisoned for up to five years.
Local Union Credit Cards
and Loans—BEWARE!

Union provided credit cards and personal loans are the leading causes of Locals getting into financial and legal difficulties. (The Department of Labor defines a loan as any outstanding advances of the Local union that are in excess of $2000.) AFGE strongly recommends that AFGE Locals not make loans to members. Recovery of a defaulted loan is costly and difficult.

The possibility for problems increases in proportion to the number of officers and/or Executive Board members given personal loans and access to Local credit cards. A Local Union credit card can present an irresistible temptation for some, especially if they are experiencing personal or family financial crises, and their applications for a personal credit card have been rejected.

The Local can avoid many of these problems by establishing a policy whereby officers secure cards in their own name. The officer then submits the credit card charges associated with authorized union activity and the Local reimburses the officer. Any additional expenses charged to the card, plus the payment of the credit card bill, remain the responsibility of the officer, not the Local’s obligation.

Checks and Balances—Annual Local Audit

The AFGE National Constitution requires every Local to conduct an annual Local audit of its fiscal records. (Article XIX, Sec. 6). An audit is also required whenever there is a change in Local officers. The audit serves as a review of the Local’s financial transactions.

The Local’s financial records should be made available to each of the Committee members. Upon concluding their work, the Committee should make a report to the Local. Some Locals publish an annual financial summary for distribution to the membership.

Staying out of Credit Card and Personal Loan Trouble

- Put credit cards in the name of the individual officer, NOT the Local.
- Define the use of credit cards for union business in the Local’s Bylaws.
- Place a dollar limit on credit cards used by the Local.
- Review credit card statements carefully.
- Verify that charges are actual Local expenditures.
- Verify that these expenditures have been approved by the Local.
- Adopt standard criteria for issuing loans.
- Have all Local loans approved by the membership—NOT the Executive Board.
- Place a limit on loans—no more than $2000 per officer or employee.
Critical steps in completing a Local audit include:

- Confirming the addresses, account numbers, signatures and balances of the Local’s financial accounts.
- Documenting and reporting on a timely basis the Local’s authorized expenditures.
- Reconciling monthly bank statements.
- Determining the Local’s other outstanding financial obligations (i.e., attorney and/or arbitration fees, fines, judgments, vendors, etc.).
- Confirming that all required reports have been filed (i.e., LM Forms, and IRS Forms).
- Obtaining a current membership list from the National Office or AFGE Web Site, and comparing this list with the Government Agency’s dues deduction listing.
- Verifying that the Local dues structure is adequate to support the Local.

**LEADERSHIP TIP:**

**Red Flag Items.**

In the course of conducting the annual audit, pay special attention to the following seven red flag items that may indicate trouble for the Local:

- One Signature Checks
- Pre-signed Checks by One Officer
- Checks Written Out of Sequence
- Checks Written to Cash
- Checks written to Individuals
- Advance Payment of Salary to Employees
- Unbalanced Checkbooks with no Deposit Records
CHAPTER 4

Setting Goals and Preparing a Local Budget
Setting Goals and Preparing a Local Budget

Setting Goals
Local officers are more effective when they take the time to look ahead and set specific goals for the upcoming year. The mere exercise of discussing and agreeing to specific goals can be an empowering and positive experience for the Executive Board. It also serves to unite the Board behind a common vision for the future. Goals will enable your Local to have a proactive plan, rather than reactive responses.

Strategic Planning
At the national level, AFGE has been engaged in a strategic planning process to set goals for the National Union in addressing the challenges and crises facing government workers. At its National Leadership Meeting in August, 2002, AFGE leaders from around the U.S. called on AFGE Districts, Councils and Locals to develop strategic plans for shaping union priorities and allocating resources to support these goals.

Every Local officer has his or her own specific Constitutional duties. But the Local Union Executive Board has the collective responsibility to provide guidance and direction for the Local. To effectively carry out this task, the Executive Board can make strategic planning an essential part of its leadership role.

The benefits of strategic planning are numerous: A Local can improve the way its resources (time, money, etc.) are used; issues can be addressed in a timely, consistent and systematic fashion; and Local leaders can educate and involve the membership in the achievement of the Local’s goals.

A Checklist for Successful Planning
- Involve Local Leaders, Stewards, and Activists.
- Set Aside Time.
- Assess Where The Local Is Today. Identify Threats & Opportunities To Future Growth.
- Examine the Local’s Strengths And Weaknesses.
- Develop Realistic, Achievable Goals and Objectives.
- Determine Strategies for Achieving the Local’s Goals.
- Identify Tasks To Be Completed, Assign Responsibilities
- Set a Timeline For Completion.
- Allocate Resources.
- Monitor, Evaluate And Revise Goals as Needed.
The Use of Goals in Preparing a Local Budget

Preparing a Local budget gives officers an opportunity to support the goals of the Local. When allocating the Local’s income, we must ask ourselves, “What percentage of the Local’s budget is allocated to this item? Are we spending too much on certain items and not enough on others? Are we allocating funds to areas, programs, and activities that help build the Local union and involve members? Are we continuing to allocate money to meet goals set years ago?”

Many Local leaders are used to a budget process that looks at line items versus specific goals. Involving key leaders and activists in developing the Local’s strategic plan will increase support for establishing a local dues structure that is focused on growing a strong local union in the future.

Sample Local Goals

**Stewards:** Recruit 5 new stewards.

**Education:** Develop budget item to reimburse local officers and activists lost wages when attending AFGE training programs.

**Communications with Membership:** Set up local union’s web site; Begin monthly stewards meetings; Subscribe to *Stewards’ Update* newsletter.

**Mobilization:** Set-up local membership mobilization structure.

**Organizing:** Recruit 20% of non-members in the bargaining unit.

**Legislative/Politics:** Run voter registration drive; Target congressional candidate for active local support.

**Women’s Affairs/Fair Practices:** Appoint Local Union Women’s Coordinator and Fair Practices Coordinator; Send Coordinator to Human Rights Conference.

**Community Outreach:** Attend AFL-CIO Central Labor Council meetings; Participate in AFL-CIO sponsored activities.

**Health and Safety:** Conduct health and safety workplace survey.
Duties and Responsibilities:

**Local President**
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Local President

The Local Union President is ultimately responsible for the conduct of all Local business. Under the AFGE Constitution, the general duties of the Local Union President are outlined in Article XV, Sec. 1 and Sec. 2:

Section 1. “The Local Presidents shall exercise general supervision over the affairs of their respective Locals.”

Section 2. “The Local President shall comply with the National and Local Constitution. Further, the Local President shall keep the membership apprised of the goals and objectives of the Federation.”

The Local Union Presidents’ duties are further delineated in Article VI, Sec. 3 of Appendix B, Standard Local Constitution. These responsibilities include:

- Leading the Local. Planning and chairing membership meetings and Executive Board meetings.
- Setting specific goals for the year with input from other officers.
- Approving a budget, in consultation with other officers which supports and reflects specific goals for the year. Approving expenditures.
- Developing new leadership within the Local.
- Operating as a member of a team as well as leading that team. Sharing information with other officers (e.g., mailings from AFGE National Office).
- Assuming direct responsibility for recruitment and external organizing.
- Making Worksite Visits. Getting members involved in the union through mobilization.
- Providing a communication link between the members and the National Office.
- Executing all Local programs as established by the membership.
- Representing the Local to the employer, community leaders and the media.
- Having working knowledge of the Local’s collective bargaining agreement(s).
- Supervising collective bargaining as needed.
- Supervising all grievances.

Your most difficult task as Local President is juggling all of these responsibilities. If you are feeling overwhelmed, perhaps you need to delegate more. Try to avoid spending all your time “putting out fires.” It’s your responsibility as the Local Union President to keep your eyes on, your long term goals for the Union. (E.g., where do you want the Local to be in 2-3 years?) Let other officers handle some of the details.

LEADERSHIP TIP:

Taking the Union to the Members

“I’ve tried everything but the members never show up for our meetings. They just don’t care.”

If members don’t come to the union, take the union to the members. Set up a mobilization structure for membership involvement. Through this structure you can reach each member one-on-one. (See Chapter 15, Mobilizing Our Power).

AFGE belongs to the members—we cannot be effective if only a few workers are actively involved. Remember, if the members don’t come to the union, then take the union to the members in the workplace.
Time Management

One of the greatest challenges of union leadership is managing our time to meet the expectations of our members, our fellow officers and stewards, and the high standards we often set for ourselves. Time management means making decisions about what gets done and what doesn’t get done within the time available. Time management also means making the most of the time we have by learning ways to get things done faster or more efficiently and cutting down on tasks that are “time wasters.”

Seven Techniques for Managing Your Time

1. Block out time and a place to work with no interruptions. When you have work that requires quiet time, schedule that time just like you would schedule a meeting with someone. Avoid picking times when you get lots of calls or emergencies.

2. Train people who can help you save time in the future. The office staff, stewards and other officers can help you most if you take the time to explain to them how you want things done. This is an “investment” of time that will save you more time in the long run.

3. Schedule the best times to do different tasks. Learn your own work patterns and use them to your advantage (e.g., deal with complicated matters when you are most alert).

4. Deal with problems at the source. If you have problems that keep reoccurring, look for the source of your most time-consuming problems and see if you can devise a strategy that will cut down on the flow of problems.

5. Start big tasks with small tasks you can do now. With big tasks, we tend to wait until we have a big block of time before starting them—so they often get pushed back. Break the project down into tasks and identify those tasks which you can do in a short amount of time.

6. Recognize when you are not productive. There are times, usually late in the evening, where you find yourself struggling to get work done. At those times, it’s better to go home and get some rest so you can be more productive tomorrow. Recognize that you are human and that no one manages time perfectly.

Keep Your Fellow Officers Up-to-Date on AFGE News and Information

“An often heard complaint from Executive Board members in AFGE locals is “She (or he) doesn’t share information.”

The National Union sends frequent mailings to the Local Presidents. These mailings include updates to financial documents, notice of national events, conferences, and education materials. Much of this information should be shared with the other officers. Use a simple routing slip if you are in the same office or mail copies to out of town officers. Make sure that all local officers and activists are signed up for the AFGE Action News, by logging on to www.afge.org.
7. Learn to say no. All day long people ask for our time. Some of these interruptions are important to deal with immediately, but with many of them, we can learn to say no, and offer other alternatives.

Using Goals and Lists
Managing your time effectively begins with identifying your work goals then developing a “to-do” list of the tasks you must complete to reach your goals. Having a “to-do” list allows you to look at everything you need to do, before deciding which task should be done first. Many leaders find they end up with three lists – (1) a set of goals, (2) a master “to-do” list, and (3) a daily “to-do” list.

The key to good time management is deciding which goals and tasks are the most important to do. This requires making some difficult choices. However, if you don’t make the difficult decisions but instead use your time based on who walks into your office first, or who yells the loudest, you will not be effective.

Prioritizing Tasks. An important step in time management is looking at the lists of tasks you’ve created and setting priorities of what tasks will get done first. These decisions are based on dividing the tasks into three categories: (A) most important; (B) important; and (C) important enough to try to get done, but least important of the three categories. As you make these decisions, always keep in mind that the next step is to actually spend your time on the highest priority tasks.

Sticking to the Highest Priority Tasks. Making lists and setting priorities is a waste of time unless you do the high priorities first. Every time you find yourself doing something that is not on your list or if you are doing low priority tasks, ask, “Is what I’m doing now more important than the high priority tasks on my list?”

This is often called the “80-20” rule of time management. Union leaders should be spending 80% of their time doing what is most important—building the union—and 20% on those tasks that are least important to get done.

Focusing on Results. Focus on the results of what you get done, not just how many things you cross off your to-do list or how much time you spend on one task. Look at what you are accomplishing for the members and whether you are advancing your goals.

LEADERSHIP TIP:

Time Savers

Paperwork
- Sort mail by importance.
- Handle each piece of paper once.
- File things where you can find them.
- Use forms and model letters.
- Read key parts of reports and articles.

Phones
- Cut down on “phone tag.”
- Shorten phone conversations.
- Have phone numbers handy.

Miscellaneous
- Use waiting time productively.
- Shorten other people’s visits to your office.
Duties and Responsibilities:

Local Treasurer
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Local Treasurer

Protecting the funds and assets of the Local is the fundamental job of the local Treasurer. Under Appendix B, the Local Standard Constitution of the AFGE Constitution, Article VI, Sec. 5, the Local Treasurer’s duties...

“...shall be to maintain a bookkeeping system as prescribed by the National Secretary-Treasurer; make a financial report at each regular meeting; keep an up-to-date roll of the members; receive all monies and/or dues paid into the Local and receipt thereof; keep records of transactions...make regular monthly reports to the NST...”

The Local Union Treasurer’s job duties include the following:

- Prepare the Local budget in consultation with other officers.
- Maintain financial records.
- Report on finances to the Local.
- Meet Federal, State, County, City report requirements.
- Arrange for the annual audit.
- Handle bonding coverage.
- Manage the Local’s assets. Invest Local funds consistent with sound accounting practices and policies of the Local.
- Share in responsibility of internal recruitment and external organizing.
- Provide communications link between members and President.

Handling Expenditures

All union expenditures must be: Authorized, Documented, and Explained.

Authorized. Because of the fiduciary nature of your position as Secretary-Treasurer, the need for authorization for disbursements is greater than in a commercial enterprise. Authorization may take the form of allowances set forth in By-Laws, or a motion passed at a membership meeting, or Executive Board action.

Documented. Disbursements must have supporting documents such as receipts, bills, etc. If there is no documentation for the expense, reimbursements are not to be made without proper explanation.

Explained. An explanation of the activity which caused the expense should be included on all expenditures.

Expense Vouchers

An expense voucher should be used by individuals to gain reimbursement for authorized personal expenses incurred in the course of union business. Local expense voucher forms can be ordered from the AFGE National Office in Washington, DC. ATTN: Secretary-Treasurer’s Office.

Expenses should be turned in weekly with proper explanation of expenses, activities, and receipts which support reimbursements. Where receipts are not obtainable, appropriate explanation should be entered on the vouchers. Expenses to list on your voucher include:
Wages. Wages should be reimbursed weekly for lost time while on union business.

Meals and Hotels. When away on union business, the individual should follow the Local Union’s policy regarding the class (room rate range) of hotel to stay in.

Transportation. When traveling, officers and representatives of the union are required to use the classes of travel designated by the Local's policy. All travel and travel expenses should have prior approval and actual receipts should be submitted to the Local with an explanation.

Leadership Tip: Getting Started as the Local Treasurer

When you begin your term as Treasurer, take the time you need to work through the documents and requirements involved in your job. AFGE's National Secretary-Treasurer's Office holds Local Secretary-Treasurer training throughout the year which will help you do your job effectively.

If you have any questions about the following items ask your Local President or your AFGE National Representative.

1. Review AFGE Constitutional requirements for Secretary-Treasurer. (See Appendix B, Standard Local Constitution, Articles VI, Sections 4 and 5.)

2. Review bonding requirements. Make sure all Local officers who handle union funds are properly bonded. This is an AFGE Constitutional requirement.

3. Review Local budgets from previous years. Calculate what percentage of total dues income was spent on each line item last year. This will help you assess where the money is being spent and may identify areas that need to be examined by the Executive Board.

4. Review previous financial reports to members. Make a special effort to see that financial reports are easy to understand and that they reach all the membership, not just those who come to meetings. When members know where the money goes they are more likely to support the union and its programs. Determine how long you must keep financial records.

5. Review bank accounts. Bank accounts should be in the name of the Local. The Local Bylaws should require that two officers sign all checks—this is also a recommendation of the U.S. DOL and most auditors.

6. Review the Local's procedures and policies for payment of bills and expenses. Local union funds should be disbursed only by check. The only exception is a petty cash account. When a payment is issued, the invoice or statement should be marked paid, dated and the check number noted.

7. Review the Per Capita Tax Report from the AFGE National Office and make sure you understand what all the information means. Note trends, increases/decreases in members or non-members in certain locations, bargaining units, etc.

8. Review federal forms and report requirements. Including LM forms, Form 990's and applicable federal, state, and city taxes paid in previous years.

9. Review the Local's procedures for an annual audit. This is an AFGE constitutional requirement.
**Personal Car/Mileage.** In the event that personal cars are used in the conduct of union business, the mileage rate established by the Local (not to exceed the current IRS allowance per mile) will be reimbursed to the individual.

**Telephone and Cell Phone.** Expense of local and long distance calls charged on the hotel bill for official union business when properly submitted will be paid according to Local Union policy.

**Other.** Any expenses that do not fit the headings above and are incurred during the course of union business must be authorized and explained. Proper documentation must exist before reimbursement is made. The Treasurer should not make payment unless it is properly authorized.

---

**LEADERSHIP TIP:**

**Double Dipping-Don’t**

Under the Federal Labor Relations Act, union officers may use “official time” to: “prepare and maintain records and reports required of the union by Federal agencies; and to maintain financial records and books required to complete IRS reports.” (38 FLRA No. 107). As a matter of course, AFGE negotiates “official time” for members and officers conducting union business so that the Local union can stretch out its financial resources. We advise against the practice of paying additional lost time wages (out of Local dues money) for lost time which is paid by the employer. In some instances, it is against the law.

---

**Financial Reports**

Article VI, Section 5 of Appendix B of the AFGE Constitution requires Locals to make financial reports to their Local membership at each regular meeting and monthly reports to the National Office. In addition, Article V, Section 5, requires that...

> “All books, records and financial accounts at all times shall be open to the inspection of the national officers or accredited representative of the National Executive Council and any duly authorized and accredited representative of the Local.”

---

**Financial Report to the Membership.** AFGE members should be encouraged to know as much as possible about the finances of their union. You can build your Local by sharing this information which helps educate members on all aspects of their union.

**Financial Statement to the National.** The financial statements should be sent to the AFGE headquarters address in Washington, DC, ATTN: Secretary-Treasurer.

**LM-Reports.** The Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act (LMRDA) requires that all Local units file annual financial disclosure reports. Locals with an annual income of $100,000 or more are required to complete Form LM-2. Locals with total receipts under $100,000 must file Form LM-3; those Locals with total receipts under $10,000 Form LM-4. The form must be filed no later than 90 days after the close of the Local’s fiscal year.
Prior to filing the LM report, you must have filed an LM-1A report which establishes your Local with the Labor Department and provides you with a Labor management Standards Administration (LMSA) file number.

**What is an EIN?**

Every AFGE Local is required by law to have its own Employer Identification Number (EIN). Your EIN is the key to the electronic computer data files the IRS maintains. Without the EIN, the IRS is unable to place your tax refunds and inquiries in their proper filing spot. Your Local probably has an EIN. If it doesn’t, you must file FORM SS-4 to obtain one from the IRS. If you are unable to locate the EIN for your Local, the office of the Secretary-Treasurer keeps a record of these numbers. You may secure it by calling or writing.

**Local Accounting System**

**Cash Receipts Journal.** Deposits should be recorded in the Cash Receipt Journal indicating date received, from whom, or what purpose and the number of members for which per capita tax or dues is received. Deposit amounts and dates of deposit should be recorded in the checkbook. Duplicate deposit slips and dues deduction listings should be retained.

**Cash Disbursements Journal.** Union money must have proper authorization for disbursement under requirements of law, Constitution and by-law, contractual obligation, vote of membership or Executive Board. All checks drawn on the union’s account require two signatures, normally the President and Financial Officer. As each check is written, the date, amount, payee and purpose of the expenditure must be recorded on the check stub and in the Cash Disbursement Journal.

**Leadership Tip:**

**Suggestions for Making Local Union Financial Reports Easier to Understand**

- Hand out copies of the financial report at the membership meeting. Encourage questions. Remember: the members don’t know as much as you do about how and why the Local spends its money.
- Print financial reports in the Local newsletter and/or distribute it at work sites.
- Go over the report with stewards so they are able to answer members’ questions.
- Make the report easy to understand. Use pie charts and simple language. (For e.g., don’t say “assets,” say what your Local is worth.)
- Explain all items. Don’t say “lost time,” say “lost time” for stewards and officers on grievances.
- In your report, anticipate members’ questions; answer them carefully and fully.
General Journal. The general journal is used for recording transactions that are not otherwise recorded in cash receipts, cash disbursements, payroll or other specialized journals. General journal entries are commonly used to record correcting, adjusting and closing entries.

General Ledger. The general ledger is used to summarize the financial transactions of a local union by account number. This summarized information is then used to prepare financial statements, LM-2s, LM-3s, 990’s and other reports.

Bond Coverage
Bonding is an insurance guaranteeing reimbursement for financial loss caused by acts of fraud or dishonesty. In compliance with the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, as amended, and the national AFGE Constitution, Article XIX, Section 6, all officers and employees of an affiliate who handle money must be bonded for at least ten percent of the local’s gross annual receipts. The AFGE’s National Secretary-Treasurer’s office provides bond certificates for AFGE Locals and Councils through the national’s own bonding agent.

What Does Per Capita Mean? The National’s portion of dues collected is called per capita. Only convention delegates can decide our dues structure. (See Article XIX of the AFGE Constitution).

Local Union Per Capita Tax Report. The Local’s per capita tax (PCT) Report contains information on payments and changes received for all members and non-members. This report is generated monthly for each bargaining unit by the National and is sent to the Local for its review and records.

The Local Membership Database: Keeping it Up to Date
Keeping your membership database accurate and up-to-date is critical to exercising your fiduciary responsibilities and to building the local union. The AFGE National Office uses the local union membership database to:
- Generate rosters and labels.
- Calculate voting strength and delegate count for elections.
- Send membership cards.
- Determine use of members-only union benefits.
- Mail the Government Standard to members.
- Produce the Local’s PCT for monthly billing.

AFGE Local Collection of Dues Program
Under this program, the government employer sends the dues check directly to the Local Union who then remits the National’s per capita. Every month, the National sends each Local an itemized report based on the membership data available from the previous month. The Local marks the report with any necessary changes and attaches it with the check for the National’s per capital.
Common Data Oversights and their Consequences

Common oversights in updating the local union membership database include: not notifying the NST's office of individual member changes or officer changes; use of outdated rosters for membership data corrections; and inaccurate reporting of membership voting and delegate strengths.

The result of poor reporting has serious consequences for the Local and its members. Inaccurate data means that membership cards will be out of date, AFGE members can be denied Union Privilege Benefits, and the union’s revenues will be incorrect.

Changing Membership Information on the Web

When completing membership data changes, AFGE locals are asked to submit the data changes only—not the entire local union membership rosters.

The preferred method for submitting membership changes is through e-mail by sending those changes to: membershipupdate@afge.org. If you are not able to e-mail membership changes, you can fax changes to AFGE at 202-639-6442. Or mail your changes to: AFGE, 80 F Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001.
Duties and Responsibilities:

Local Secretary
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Local Secretary

The Local Union Secretary serves as the formal communications link between the members and the President of the local union. Under the AFGE National Constitution, Appendix B, Article VI, Section 6, the duties of the Local Union Secretary are to:

“...Keep a complete record of the minutes of all meetings; maintain all election related documents; keep up-to-date the official copy of the bylaws of the local; conduct correspondence when directed by the President; and send out notices of meetings when required.”

In addition to performing the duties spelled out in the AFGE National Constitution and the Local Bylaws, the day-to-day duties of the local union Secretary are to:

- Maintain a current record of Local membership.
- Record minutes of all Local meetings.
- Maintain files and handle correspondence.
- Inform President of changes in National and/or District procedures.
- Remind President of items for agendas of meetings.
- Cooperate with other officers in furnishing proper reports to government.
- Work as a member of the local officers’ team.
- Make worksite visits, share responsibility for organizing and recruitment.

Meeting Minutes: The Official Record of Union Business

Minutes are the official, permanent record of the activities and official actions of the Local. They should be retained indefinitely in the Local’s files since they may be necessary to substantiate Local actions at some future date.

As the official recorder of local union business, the Secretary is required to include in all meeting minutes any motion or action that commits the Local to a particular policy or action, authorizes Local spending, and approves members actions and amendments to the Local bylaws. In union elections, the Secretary is the primary recorder and archivist of the results of Local union elections, as well as any committee recommendations that are made.

Meetings Minutes Basics

In recording local union meetings, there are basic data that must be included as part of the official record including:

- Local, type of meeting, date, time, and place, and the name of the Chair.
- Officers roll call with absentees noted.
- Action taken on minutes of last meeting.
- Brief committee, financial, and officers reports. Show action taken on reports.
- Correct wording of every motion and action voted on, and results of the voting.
- Name of individual making a motion.
- Time of adjournment.
- Signature of Secretary.
- Approval of presiding officer.
Local Filing System

A simple filing system is absolutely necessary for conducting the Local business. Several types of files are needed including:

**Action Files.** These are kept by each Local Officer. All matters which require attention or action should be kept in these files until the problem is solved or appropriate action is taken. Nothing on such matters should be transferred to the regular files until the problem is solved or appropriate action taken. When a letter is opened, it should be directed to the attention of the right person. That individual should also have an action file to keep it in. In this way, no matters are overlooked.

**Follow-Up File.** Copies of letters mailed by the Local which require a reply should be kept in these files until the problem is solved or appropriate action is taken. All such matters should be transferred to the regular files until the problem is solved or appropriate action taken. When a letter is opened, it should be directed to the attention of the right person. That individual should also have an action file to keep it in. In this way, no matters are overlooked.

**Correspondence File.** The purpose of filing is to keep letters and records that the Local may need in the future. It’s not necessary to keep every piece of correspondence or every leaflet received. When in doubt, it is best to save it – then go through the files once a year and throw out all materials no longer in use.

**LEADERSHIP TIP:**

**Writing Minutes**

After a little practice, most secretaries find taking minutes fairly easy.

- Take notes during the meeting. Have a copy of the agenda in front of you as a guide.
- Rewrite your notes into minutes as soon as possible. If you are not sure how it sounds, read it aloud to yourself.
- Copy the minutes into the “minute book.” The final copy of the minutes should be in ink (or typed) and kept in a bound book. Minutes for different kinds of meetings should be kept in different books.
- Do not include personal opinions or evaluations. Such phrases as “a brilliant suggestion,” “very heated discussion,” or “an able report,” do not belong in the minutes. The Secretary is a recorder of events, not an interpreter of sentiment.
- If a correction is made in the minutes at the next meeting, the Secretary writes the correction at the end of the minutes and initials it.
Generally speaking, it is a good rule to keep all letters written by hand or individually typewritten. Official letters from AFGE should be kept and filed. These correspondence files are the property of the Local. When a Secretary goes out office, files should be turned over to the new Secretary immediately.

**Grievance Files.** Every Local should keep a file of written grievances. This file may be kept according to the date the grievance was written or by the subject of the grievant (seniority, overtime, wage rates, safety, etc…)

---

**Local Filing System**

Experience has shown that a subject file system works best for most Locals. This is a system in which letters are filed according to the subject discussed. For example, a letter on pensions is filed under “pensions.”

Some Locals have purchased red folders and use them as action file folders. A red folder is easy to spot and keep track of on a busy desk.
Duties and Responsibilities:

Local Executive Board and Local Union Committees
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Local Executive Board & Local Union Committees

The function of the Local Executive Board is to provide leadership and consensus on the local union’s goals. Duties of the Local Executive Board, as identified in Article VIII, Appendix B of the AFGE Constitution, include the following:

- Prepare an annual budget that is reviewed and approved by the general membership and ensures that the local’s finances are sufficient to support the activities it proposes.
- Act for the membership between local union meetings on urgent matters that cannot wait until the next union meeting, as well as routine matters that do not need membership actions. No action may be taken by the Local Executive Board that is inconsistent with the objectives of the AFGE. Any decisions made by the Executive Board is subject to the general membership’s approval.

Other responsibilities of a Local Executive Board include:

- Making a plan for the year with specific goals in each major union category.
- Working as a team. Try to keep personal conflicts and politics out of your work on the Executive Board. Remember, it’s your duty to do what’s in the Local’s best interest and rise above personal differences.
- Hear reports of local officers and committees.
- Appointing and removing members of all committees. Subject to the right of the membership to approve.

Local Union Committees

A functioning committee structure is essential to an activist Local. There are two types of committees: standing committees and special committees.

In addition, Union locals often create committees that are responsible for working on union programs such as organizing, education, legislation, health and safety, and retirees.

AFGE Local Union Standing Committees

The AFGE Constitution requires that, for union elections, all AFGE locals create an Election Committee in their local. (See Appendix A, Part I, Section 2.) Under the law, a local officer cannot serve a term longer than three years. The Constitution requires that the Election Committee be “constituted” and its members “selected.” Most locals elect an Election Committee a month or so before the regularly scheduled elections. The Local decides whether the Election Committee is standing or special.

AFGE Local Union Special Committees

There are three other committees that a Local may constitute: Article XIV, Section 8 of the National Constitution requires each Local to conduct an audit. Most Locals appoint or elect an Audit Committee. The local decides whether the Audit Committee is standing or special.

Article XVIII, Section 3 of the National Constitution requires that when a member files disciplinary charges, the Executive Board appoint a Committee of Investigation.

Section 4 requires that when the Committee of Investigation prefers charges, the Executive Board either constitutes itself as the Trial Committee or the Local membership elects a Trial Committee. Both the Committee of Investigation and the Trial Committee are considered “special” committees of the local.
Getting a Local Union Committee off the Ground

Develop a Committee Description
Make sure the committee understands its job. Often a committee is set up and then fails to do anything. It is important to discuss not only what the job of the committee is, but why it is important, how it fits into the work of the local, and how it impacts the membership. A brief description of Committee responsibilities should be agreed to, and kept in the committee minutes binder as a handy reference to new committee members.

Assign a Local Officer to Each Committee
If there are no officers on a committee, one should be assigned to assist and oversee the committee’s activities. He or she should talk with the Chair frequently to find out what the committee is working on, and what obstacles or difficulties they are encountering, and then assist the Chair in working through them.

Encourage, Motivate and Advise the Committee Chair
It is important to talk frequently with the committee chair one-on-one. Ask him or her how the committee is doing. Ask if they are enjoying the work. If not, try to determine why. Sometimes all the committee chair needs is to have someone listen and understand his or her frustrations.

Create an Information System for the Committee
The Local should have a notebook for each Local committee. The committee secretary should bring it to each meeting. Once a year the notebook contents should be put in a file for future reference. It should include an explanation of the job of the committee and its role in the Local.

Types of Local Committees
Organizing Committee. The local Organizing Committee’s job is not to do all the organizing work itself, but rather to coordinate the involvement of members and stewards in organizing. The committee should address both internal organizing and new unit organizing.

Education Committee. This committee, along with Local officers, is responsible for developing and carrying out the Local’s educational programs including stewards training, new worker orientation and labor in the schools. Interested and capable committee members should be developed as Local trainers.

Women’s and Fair Practices Committee. This committee works to advance the human rights, civil rights, and workers rights of government employees through legislation, collective bargaining, and grassroots mobilization.

Legislative and Political Action Committee. This committee works to advance the interest of the union in the legislative field to make sure that every member is a registered voter, and to involve the members in campaigns to support pro-worker candidates and legislation.
Community Services Committee. This committee helps develop programs to involve the union in social service programs in the community and to join in coalitions with other organizations in support of worthwhile causes such as “Jobs for Justice”, and the Interfaith Council on Workers Rights.

Mobilization Committee. This committee is responsible for developing an internal mobilization structure and carrying out mobilization activities around important workplace issues including collective bargaining, organizing and grassroots political action.

Health and Safety Committee. This committee makes sure that the employer is complying with its legal responsibility to provide a place of employment which is free from recognized hazards likely to cause death or serious physical harm.

Communications Committee. This Committee gathers news, sets editorial policy and produces the Local’s publications and/or website.

Retirees Committee. The committee’s primary responsibility is to organize AFGE’s Retired Member’s Club. In addition, members of the Retirees Committee represent the Local in community services for elders, and get involved in grassroots actions in support of retirees.

Budget/Finance Committee. This committee monitors the finances of the union and presents a budget to the Local Executive Board and members each year.

LEADERSHIP TIP:

Bringing In New Committee Members

The first committee meeting that someone attends forms a lasting impression. If someone feels welcome and a part of the group initially, he or she is more likely to become an active participant. If possible, a pre-meeting orientation by a committee member (probably the Chair) can be very valuable. (Ask the new member to come 15 minutes early to the meeting.)

During this orientation, the Chair should explain the role and responsibilities of the Committee, projects the Committee has successfully completed, and what the Committee is currently working on. The new member should be introduced individually to Committee members as they arrive. At the beginning of the meeting some references to the new member’s contribution should be shared. For example, the Chair can say, “I’m so glad you’ve joined the Committee. We really need someone who is familiar with clerical titles and job issues.” After the meeting, the Chair should check with the new member to answer any questions and to ask for his or her impressions.
Running Effective Union Meetings
Running Effective Union Meetings

Democratic Decision Making
The local membership meeting is the keystone of democracy in the AFGE Local. It is here that the general membership makes decisions concerning the goals, activities and directions of the local union. One of the most important leadership tasks of a local union officer is to make membership meetings interesting and exciting events, where members—new and old alike—feel welcome to attend and participate.

Running an Effective Union Meeting
A successful union meeting is one in which the local union is able to:
- Discuss problems and possible solutions.
- Get ideas for making the union more effective.
- Encourage members to participate more actively.
- Dispel rumors or misinformation.
- Build solidarity by giving people a chance to get to know one another through working together.
- Educate members about union goals and plans to achieve those goals.
- Bring complaints or conflicts out in the open so that they can be resolved.

Using Parliamentary Procedure
One of the Local Union President’s chief responsibilities is chairing the local meeting. A meeting’s business is conducted through a democratic process where the membership recommends, discusses, and decides on a course of action for each issue that is brought forward. This is all done by following a set of rules, called parliamentary procedure, which ensures that the decisions are made in an orderly and democratic manner.
Although the President chairs most meetings, all union leaders should know the “ground rules.” The foundation of parliamentary procedure rests on four key concepts of democracy:
- During a meeting, every member has the same rights—and responsibilities—as every other member.
- Only one question is considered at a time—this avoids confusion.
- The majority rules—always.
- Individual members have rights that the majority cannot take away—namely, the right to be heard, no matter how unpopular the opinion may be.

If you are not familiar with parliamentary procedures, you may want to review this section before

A Checklist for Running Effective Meetings
- Carefully plan and organize the meeting agenda ahead of time. This is the task of the President and the Executive Board.
- Provide the membership with advance notice. Use leaflets, newsletters, bulletin boards, and one-on-one contacts.
- Be sure the meeting space is comfortable, convenient, and accessible to all members.
- Start the meeting on time.
- Run the meeting efficiently, smoothly and democratically.
- End the meeting on time.
### ALL THE RULES AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Debatable</th>
<th>Amendable</th>
<th>Requires a Second</th>
<th>Vote Required</th>
<th>In Order When Another is Speaking</th>
<th>Can Be Reconsidered</th>
<th>Motions Which Apply to it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjourn</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recess</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question of Privilege (treat as main motion)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any decision of the chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lay on table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>close debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of Order</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any motion or act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary Inquiry</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objection to Consideration of Question</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal of Motion</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension of Rules</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay on the Table</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Question (close debate)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any Debatable motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit or Extend Limits of Debate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpone to a Definite Time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Main motion, question of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>amend, reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>limit or close privile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lage debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refer or Commit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amend</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reconsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limit or close debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpone Indefinitely</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Main motion, ques. of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>privilege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN MOTION</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take from the Table*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No, except new main motion</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Any motion which has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>been tabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconsideration* to which it</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Any motion, adjourn,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>suspend rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limit debate, lay on table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>postpone indefinitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion to Rescind*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Main motions, appeals,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ques. of privilege</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are treated as if they were main motions.
Chairing a Union Meeting
in Ten Easy Steps

The Local President has the responsibility of chairing two types of meetings: membership meetings and Executive Board meetings. While no two meetings will have the exact same activities, here is a ten-step guide to conducting an effective and productive meeting.

**STEP 1 – Call to Order**

Rap your gavel and declare:
“I call this meeting to order!”

**STEP 2 – Roll Call of Officers**

“The Recording Secretary will call the roll of officers.”

The Recording Secretary then calls the roll in a clear voice, providing pauses for each officer’s response.

**STEP 3 – Reading of Minutes**

“The Recording Secretary will read the minutes from the previous meeting.” The Recording Secretary then reads the minutes in a loud, clear voice.

“Are there any additions or corrections to the minutes? (pause) If not, the minutes stand approved as read.” If there are corrections, ask for unanimous consent to approve the minutes as corrected; or ask, “Does the Chair hear a motion to approve the minutes as corrected?”

**STEP 4 – Reading of Correspondence**

“The Recording Secretary will read the correspondence.” Letters requiring action by the membership should be discussed by the Executive Board before the meeting. At the membership meeting, the Recording Secretary should read these letters along with any recommendations for action by the Board.

Ask, “Does the Chair hear a motion to accept the recommendation of the Board?”

**STEP 5 – Officer Reports**

“We will now have the officers’ reports.” The President’s Report should include any actions taken by the Executive Board at its meeting and the agenda for this meeting. Copies of the agenda and minutes of the most recent Executive Board meeting may be distributed.

Copies of the Secretary-Treasurer’s Report should be distributed at the meeting. The Secretary-Treasurer then reviews the report and answers any questions.

Other Officers’ reports should be provided by those (e.g., the Vice-President or Executive Board members) who have responsibility for a particular activity in the local. After each report ask: “Does the Chair hear a motion to accept the report of the (officer title)?”
**STEP 6 – Committee and Staff Reports**

“We will now have committee and staff reports.”

For Committee Reports, the Chair should describe the Committee’s activities and/or progress on a project; the report may include a recommended action which the committee wishes the membership to take. After each report ask: “You have heard the report of the [name of the committee]. Is there a motion to accept the report?”

The Staff Report (if applicable) should include current information of interest to the membership. Examples would be reports on grievances, contract negotiations, organizing, or Council activities.

**STEP 7 – Unfinished Business**

“Is there any unfinished business?” This includes any items left over or referred from a previous meeting, which require action by the membership. A motion from the floor can be made which addresses a specific topic.

**STEP 8 – New Business**

“Is there any new business?” This includes items raised at this meeting which were not necessarily on the agenda, but which require membership action. A motion from the floor may be made addressing a specific issue.

**STEP 9 – Good and Welfare**

“Is there any good and welfare?”

This provides the members an opportunity to discuss the general welfare of the union. Such activities as guest speakers, acknowledgements, updates on a member who is ill, etc. can take place during this portion of the meeting.

**STEP 10 – Adjournment**

“Do I hear a motion to adjourn?”

A motion for adjournment is not debatable. If passed, this concludes the membership meeting.
CHAPTER 10

Organizing
Organizing

Why Organize?

AFGE has three major union programs—organizing, legislative and political action, and representation. No one of these programs can stand alone. If one of these programs is weak, sooner or later it will weaken the whole Union.

Over the last 35 years, the public sector is the only sector of the economy that has experienced real union growth. Yet, despite this growth, only 1 in 3 of the government workers we represent are organized into AFGE. And almost 60% of our current AFGE membership will be eligible for retirement by the year 2008. Just to maintain our current membership levels, AFGE must recruit 40,000 new members each year.

Employers recognize numbers—and strength in numbers is key to the future of organized labor. Organizing cannot be viewed as a separate activity your local may or may not participate in, but must be seen as a key link increasing the power of government working men and women and their families. If we are to increase our strength at the bargaining table, in the legislative arena, and within our communities, then organizing must be more than just a slogan.

Strength in Numbers

How much stronger would your position at the bargaining table be if your unit was 100% organized? Or if more than 40% of the workers in your community were organized? Bargaining a contract during a time when union membership is weak will continually frustrate and disappoint us. It is as if the unorganized workers in the same agency are sitting on the other side of the bargaining table with management, or siding with anti-worker politicians and Administration officials in Congress.

At the AFGE convention in 1997 and again in the year 2000, the delegates voted to increase support for organizing activities. A resolution adopted at the 1997 AFGE Convention provided for an additional 27 cents per member for organizing activities. At the 2000 Convention, the convention delegates adopted a resolution that called for all levels of AFGE to increase its organizing efforts to reach a membership total of 300,000 by 2005. An additional 30 cents was allocated to organizing. In addition, several of the AFGE’s National Representatives were converted to National Organizers to increase the Union’s organizing efforts.

How to Start an Organizing Program in Your Local

As a Local officer, it is your responsibility to develop an overall organizing program for your Local. This effort requires establishing a Membership and Organizing Committee in the Local that is involved in internal and external organizing efforts to recruit new members and to organize new bargaining units.

The ideal Membership and Organizing Committee will make-up 10-15 percent of the bargaining unit and be inclusive with representatives from all departments, racial/ethnic groups, shifts, various age groups, and from key jobs and trades. The more representative your Membership and Organizing Committee, the better the local union’s chances of having an ongoing and successful organizing and recruitment system within the Local.

Once the Committee is established, it is critical that members understand their roles and responsibilities. Their primary tasks are to:

1. Educate co-workers on the issues.
2. Plan and conduct “Lunch and Learns” in the workplace.
3. Participate in union activities.
4. Identify other committee members.

Each quarter, AFGE offers a five-day Organizing Institute that works with local union members who have an interest in becoming a volunteer organizer. After completing this training, activists are eligible for placement on a national roster of Temporary Organizers for National Organizing Campaigns and may be called on for use in District or National campaigns. (*Contact your District Office or the M&O Department for more information.*)

**AFGE’s Internal Organizing Model: Issue Organizing**

AFGE’s model for recruiting new members and involving local members in organizing focuses on an issue of high concern to local members such as health benefits, or career advancement. Everything we do involves an issue that our members care about. These issues are the reason that people organize unions and why they join unions. Issue organizing is a systematic effort to transform the local union from a “service” model of union representation to an “organizing” model where members are actively involved in organizing and other efforts that support workers and build our union’s strength.

A successful “Issue Organizing Campaign” is one where:

- Workers identify the issue.
- Workers are directly involved in developing a solution to the issue.
- Organizing and recruitment takes place around the issue.
- Workers are mobilized to take direct action in support of the issue, including bargaining, circulating petitions, lobbying Congress, and gathering community support.

**Identifying the Issues: Lunch and Learns**

One of the best ways to determine which issues are important is to hold a worksite meeting. These meetings provide a non-threatening opportunity for contact between local union officers and activists and the bargaining unit members. Experience has taught AFGE that the best time for holding an issue organizing meeting is during the lunch and/or break periods, when workers are more likely to attend—especially if we provide a snack or beverage! Hence the term, “Lunch and Learn.” Holding a successful “Lunch and Learn” requires planning, logistics, luncheon and follow-up.

**Planning.** This is the most important aspect of holding a “Lunch and Learn.” Each person takes responsibility for a specific task including selecting the room, ordering the food, and setting up the literature table, including new member applications.

**Logistics.** Getting the word out is critical. Talking with members one-on-one, utilizing the Union bulletin board, desk drops or newsletter and/or e-mail announcements are all good ways to communicate to members and bargaining unit employees that the Local is hosting a Lunch and Learn.

**Luncheon and Presentation.** As workers come into the Lunch and Learn, they should be greeted by a member of the Membership and Organizing Committee—this may be the first time many of them have come into contact with the Union. It is important to start and end on time. A guest speaker usually addresses the issue at hand with time built in for signing up new members.
Follow-Up. Follow-up should be conducted right away when new members are still thinking about what they learned and how they can help. This is best conducted one-on-one with each new member, informing them when the Local holds its regular meetings, how the Local operates through its various committees, who is the area steward, and letting them know how they can get involved in the union.

External Organizing:
Organizing New Bargaining Units
Under the Federal Labor Relations Act (FLRA) organizing a new bargaining unit requires that 30% of the potential membership sign a petition stating their interest in holding a union election. Careful targeting and coordination with AFGE Councils, Districts and the National office will ensure the greatest success in building the Local union through new unit organizing.

Targeting New Work Sites for Organizing.
Choosing a work site to organize is based upon a number of considerations including organizing leads from local union members, requests for organizing help from interested workers, and national campaigns developed jointly with AFGE Councils, Districts and the National Office.

Name Recognition. In the beginning of a new organizing drive, the role of the union organizer is to provide information about how AFGE operates–who it represents, its democratic decision making process, and its achievements on behalf of government workers and their families. It is important that Local officers and other members of the Membership & Organizing Committee be able to answer potential members’ questions regarding membership dues and employer retaliation. Discuss how the union will impact their workplace. And emphasize that the workers ARE the union, that is not a third party.

Identifying On-the-Job Leaders - Establishing an Organizing Committee.
Once you have at least 30 percent of interested employees, it is time to identify leaders from the new unit who can act as a contact person between the union and the workforce. Look for a leader who is outspoken and respected by co-workers. Ask them if they are interested in organizing a union at their work site. Keep the organizing drive confidential until there is enough support to take the campaign public.

Create an Organizing Committee in the new unit that reflects the diversity of the workers and represents about 10-15 percent of the total bargaining unit. These should be members who have good work records, are respected by their co-workers and are willing to work and be public in supporting the union.

The Metropolitan Empowerment Initiative
The Metropolitan Empowerment Initiative (METRO) is designed to bring together AFGE Locals in a specific geographic area for a two-week period. During this time, Locals receive help from the District and National Office in sponsoring together a series of union-building events designed to boost membership participation, enhance recruitment, and promote worker empowerment. The primary goal of the METRO is to develop sound and effective Locals within areas where there are large concentrations of AFGE bargaining units. During the two week METRO, host locals sponsor Union Fairs and Lunch and Learns to inform and recruit bargaining unit members.
New Forms of Organizing

Following the Work: Organizing in the Private Sector. A handful of AFGE Districts have successfully pursued Follow-the-Work Campaigns. Knowledge of private sector organizing tactics and techniques are a must when following work from the government to the private contractor environment. (For more information about the specific challenges involved in a “following-the-work” effort, contact your District office or the Membership and Organizing Department at the National Office.)

New Forms of Organizing: The “Open Source” Model. The creation of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) in the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has created an opportunity to explore alternative methods of providing union representation to every government worker. Rather than focusing on gaining majority support from workers within a bargaining unit, the “open source” approach allows for a smaller number of employees to organize and achieve minority status at their workplace.

If AFGE has not yet filed a petition with the FLRA for union representation, non-employee organizers may access the workforce in “public” areas on non-work time including meals, breaks, before and after work. (Non-work areas include the cafeteria, hallway, breakroom, sidewalk or parking lot.) During an organizing drive, federal labor law requires that management remain neutral and that they not interfere with, restrain or coerce any employee in the exercise of his or rights under the FLRA.

Know Your Rights to Organize – Federal Labor Law

When you speak with government workers about organizing a union in their workplace, briefly explain to them the federal labor law as it relates to organizing. This includes their right to speak and pass out literature at work during breaks and lunch or before and after shifts. Talk with them about the FLRA election process.

Employees versus non-employees, under federal labor law, have different rights related to organizing a union in their specific work site. Employees involved in an organizing drive in their work site may distribute literature and solicit membership during non-work time in non-work areas (or in work areas if all involved are not working.)

If AFGE has not yet filed a petition with the FLRA for union representation, non-employee organizers may access the workforce in “public” areas on non-work time including meals, breaks, before and after work. (Non-work areas include the cafeteria, hallway, breakroom, sidewalk or parking lot.) During an organizing drive, federal labor law requires that management remain neutral and that they not interfere with, restrain or coerce any employee in the exercise of his or rights under the FLRA.
Retired from Work, Not from the Union

At AFGE, nearly two-thirds of our current membership will be ready for retirement within five years. As local union leaders, we need to recruit our retirees to continue their involvement with AFGE. There are a variety of reasons why AFGE members seek to continue membership upon retiring—to remain active, to socialize with former colleagues, to access benefits, to preserve health and prescription benefits, to receive discount purchasing programs, etc. AFGE plans to provide retirees with all of the above.

For more information on AFGE’s retiree program, check out the retiree section on AFGE’s Web site—www.afge.org. The section, which updates information every two weeks, provides a wealth of information to current and soon-to-be retirees. Questions and comments? E-mail retirees@afge.org or call (202) 746-6707.

Leadership Tip:

Seven Mistakes to Avoid in Organizing A New Bargaining Unit

1. Poor Targeting. Even if workers are interested in AFGE, we should not pursue an organizing drive unless we’ve determined whether we can actually win.

2. Not Building an Active Organizing Committee. Without a diverse and well trained organizing committee, the campaign becomes a fight between the employer and the union organizer—with the employer holding most of the advantages including access to the workers and power over working conditions. Use of acronyms (FLRA, BUE’s, ULP’s, etc) and jargon can be avoided by building organizing committees that speak the language of the workplace.

3. No Campaign Issues. A general campaign message—“AFGE is the Union for You!”—will not build the support needed to organize a new bargaining unit. Find out what workers care about and speak to those issues.

4. Poor Base of Union Support. It is often easier to talk only with key activists rather than setting up a system for personal contact with workers throughout the unit. The result, however, may be that key issues are missed, individual workers’ questions are never answered, and the core group’s perceptions turn out to be wrong.

5. Declaring, “I am the union, and I’m here to organize you.” If AFGE member organizers convey that message in meetings, conversations and literature, everything the employer says about “outsiders who want your money”, will ring true. A more effective attitude is, “You are the union, and I’m here to help you get the employer to recognize that.”

6. Scheduling Boring and Unnecessary Meetings. For most people, time is precious. If committee meetings turn into lectures, or “bull sessions”, where nothing is accomplished, workers may be turned off to the whole campaign. Develop an agenda and stick to it!

7. Making Promises You Can’t Keep. If you lead workers to expect certain improvements in their first contract, or that working conditions will improve overnight, they may become demoralized and withdraw their support for AFGE.
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A Brief History of Collective Bargaining

The three basic rights all workers must have to achieve fair wages, safe working conditions, and to resist arbitrary and unfair treatment are: (1) The right to organize into labor unions; (2) The right to exclusive representation from the union we choose; and (3) The right to engage in collective action to support these rights.

American Workers Have Not Always Had These Rights

Before the 19th century, American workers who organized into labor unions were considered guilty of committing a “criminal conspiracy” against the employer and his property. Not until the severe depression of the 1930's did enough workers discover simultaneously that they were being exploited, mistreated and abused by their employer. Workers came to understand that collective rather than individual action was necessary. Working men and women all over the country began taking matters into their own hands. Labor militancy culminated in massive strikes and fierce battles broke out between police and striking workers and their supporters. In 1932, 240,000 workers went out on strike – by 1933, that number jumped to one million.

Elected officials began to fear that the nation was on the verge of a revolution and felt something had to be done to relieve the situation and bring stability. Labor's uprising had a decisive effect on public policy. Congress abandoned its commitment to unregulated labor markets and enacted the nation’s first comprehensive labor law – the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) in 1935.

Workers Rights in the Federal and DC Governments

In the United States, government workers have more limited union rights than do workers in the private sector. While federal workers in Canada, Spain, and several other democracies, as well as public sector workers in various states of the U.S., have the right to strike, federal workers and workers employed by the District of Columbia are denied this power.

Formal recognition of labor-management relations in the federal government was not established until 1962, when President John F. Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988. In 1969, President Richard M. Nixon issued Executive Order 11491 which expanded these rights and established the Federal Service Impasse Panel, the Assistant Secretary of Labor Management Relations, and the Federal Labor Relations Council (FLRC) to administer the labor relations programs.

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978. By 1978, approximately 60% of the employees in the federal and DC workforce were represented by unions. Over the years, a frequent criticism leveled by unions against the federal labor relations program was that it was governed almost exclusively by Presidential Executive Orders. This meant that government workers union rights were subject to change by the President without formal approval by Congress. It also meant that government employees generally had no statutory protection of their right to join or organize for labor purposes.

One of the most critical elements contributing to the passage of collective bargaining legislation for government workers was the commitment of President Jimmy Carter to the reform of the Civil Service system. President Carter realized that he needed the federal unions' support in order to obtain Congressional approval of his proposed Civil
Service Reform Act (CSRA). Therefore, he proposed to elevate the status of federal sector labor relations from the protection of Executive Orders to the full protection of the law. What followed was the Federal Service Labor Relations Statute (FSMLRS) which became part of the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act (Chapter 71 of Title 5 of the U.S. Code), covered under Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.

This Act codified the earlier Executive Orders issued by Presidents Kennedy and Nixon. Among the most significant changes brought about by the CSRA was the creation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) to administer the provisions of the Federal Service Labor Management Relations Statute. The FLRA assumed most of the functions performed under Executive Order 11491 by the Federal Relations Council and the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor-Management Relations.

Collective Bargaining for Federal and DC Government Workers

The major difference in collective bargaining for federal employees is that Congress decides wages, hours, and fringe benefits while private sector unions negotiate these items directly with the employer. In the federal and DC governments, workers bargain over “conditions of employment” which cover personnel policies and practices as well as grievance procedures.

Scope of Bargaining

In the federal sector, all possible bargaining topics fall into three categories—mandatory, permissive, and illegal or prohibited.

Mandatory. If a proposal is within the mandatory scope of bargaining, management cannot legally refuse to bargain over it. For example, hours of work, affirmative action plans, lay-offs and promotions, methods of staffing shifts, and grievance procedures are mandatory subjects of bargaining.

Permissive Subjects. These are bargaining subjects which either management or the union may choose, but are not obliged, to bargain. Permissive subjects include the methods used to fill all supervisory positions, the number of workers assigned to a work project, the composition of the bargaining unit, waivers of bargaining rights during the term of a contract and methods of doing work.

Prohibited (Illegal) Subjects. These are bargaining subjects which are considered illegal to negotiate. Examples include agency budget allocations, a reduced work week, rates of pay, performance standards, promotion by strict seniority, number of leave days, and retirement.

The Collective Bargaining Process

The challenge in collective bargaining is to carry out an effective bargaining strategy that includes membership involvement, is completed in a short amount of time, and yields the best possible contract. There are several stages in the collective bargaining process including:

- Developing and Adopting a Bargaining Plan for the Local
- Appointing and Training a Bargaining Committee
- Educating and Surveying the Members on What They Want
- Drafting Bargaining Proposals
- Setting Ground Rules with Management
- Face-to-Face Bargaining
- Reaching a Tentative Agreement
- Membership Ratification of the Contract
Do’s And Don’ts In Negotiating The Contract

There are several things to keep in mind to ensure that your contract negotiations are successful. The following lists some “Do’s and Don’ts” for bargaining an effective contract.

**DO:**
- Gather information prior to negotiations and evaluate past experiences.
- Understand the total work situation.
- Analyze every proposal to determine short term and long term implications.
- Remember that collective bargaining is a two way street—that parties will often “trade” to get what they want.
- Stand by your position when you know it is fair.
- Remember that you have a duty to bargain, but that you are free to disagree and reject any proposal.
- Write contract language in clear, easily understood language.
- Check the final contract draft to make certain that the language is the same as originally agreed.
- Keep the membership informed.

**DON’T**
- Let management control the negotiations—take an equal role.
- Bargain solely on management demands.
- Agree to phrases like “if possible”—use more precise terms.
- Make commitments without consulting with your team.
- Overlook the need to keep abreast of what workers themselves are thinking and how they are reacting.
- Neglect to consider what your agreement will mean to other locals in your geographical area and in your agency.
- Negotiate solely on procedures; concentrate more on substance.

*(Please see AFGE’s Collective Bargaining Manual for an extensive discussion of collective bargaining between AFGE and the DC and Federal Governments.)*

**LEADERSHIP TIP:**

**Six Basic Skills in Bargaining**

You can ensure a more successful negotiations process for your Local and for your bargaining team by following some basic skills:

- **Set Limits and Goals.** Know what your skills are, know what other unions are doing in similar situations, and know what your members want.
- **Keep Your Emotional Distance.** Don’t argue, stay on topic, get advice from peers on sensitive issues.
- **Use Good Listening Skills.** Pay attention, practice effective listening skills, get to know your management counterparts, and help your team members.
- **Communicate Clearly.** Keep good bargaining notes, be honest, and get signatures on items you have questions about.
- **Know When to “Close the Deal.”** Know when to walk away from a proposal, practice saying no.
Contract Mobilization – Involving AFGE Members in the Bargaining Process

Collective bargaining is a power relationship. And the unity of our membership is the most important source of power we have as a union. The greater the number of union members, the greater our level of community and political support, and the greater our level of membership involvement or mobilization, the greater our power at the bargaining table.

Contract mobilization is based on the truth that good contracts are won in the workplace, not merely at the bargaining table. Mobilization in the workplace is one way to inform and involve every member in negotiations. It is also a way to minimize some of the anxiety and frustration members may feel as the contract expiration date approaches. A lot of the anxiety and frustration results from not knowing what is going to happen and not being able to do anything about it. Through one-on-one contacts and collective actions, members are informed and able to actively participate and feel a part of negotiations. In addition, the unit is in a stronger bargaining position because of its involvement and solidarity.

One way to involve members in the negotiation process early on is to survey bargaining unit members one-on-one about what issues are important to them in the current round of contract negotiations. It is critical to the success of workplace mobilization that the bargaining committee communicate with members regularly on how the negotiations are going. Finally, a contract mobilization campaign plan should be created several months before contract expiration. The plan should include a timeframe and other details on organization, education and collective actions. (See Chapter 15 for a more detailed discussion of membership mobilization.)
THE WHO, WHEN, WHERE AND HOW OF AFGE NEGOTIATIONS

Preparation
- Bargaining survey
- Identify issues
- Refer issues outside scope of bargaining to appropriate local committees
- Select bargaining committee
- Identify proposals
- Write proposals
- Gather evidence to support proposals

Set ground rules

Face to Face Bargaining

Negotiations

Tentative agreement reached on issues

Negotiations

Impasse reached on one or more issues

If agreement is reached, contract is signed

Mobilization

If no, mediation or other impasse resolution resources

Members vote whether to accept tentative agreement

Members vote whether to accept management’s last proposal

Identify solidarity actions to support bargaining

Educate members 1-on-1 on the issues

Preparation
- Set up workplace mobilization structure
- Distribute bargaining survey
- Develop membership mobilization plan

Members vote whether to accept management’s last proposal

If no, collective actions to pressure management to support our demands
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Congress plays a decisive role in determining the day-to-day pay and working conditions of every government employee. They decide the funding level for the agencies we work for and the contracting laws that those agencies must live by. Thus, the quality and security of our jobs depend upon our ability as a union to elect politicians who will fight to protect government workers, to educate members of Congress to advocate for worker friendly legislation, and to mobilize our local union members to pressure politicians to support government workers.

People Power:
Mobilizing The Membership

Communication is the key to mobilizing the members of your bargaining unit. If they understand what is at stake for them personally, they will be more receptive to participating in grassroots efforts. Written materials like flyers and newsletters are important communications tools, but alone they are not enough. Personal contact is what signs up volunteers and ultimately persuades people to take action.

Setting Up a Local Legislative and Political Action Committee

Mobilizing our members for grassroots political actions begins with setting up a Legislative and Political Action Committee in your Local. The Local’s Legislative and Political Action Committee’s primary responsibility is to educate and mobilize members for political action including grassroots lobbying and elections. This committee should work closely with the stewards and the Local’s Mobilization Committee to build a local union mobilization structure that ensures that all members and non-members are personally contacted.

Grassroots Lobbying

Elected officials need to hear from union members on a regular basis. As the Local Union President, work with your Legislative and Political Action Committee to keep the membership well informed of AFGE positions and priorities on government workers issues. The union lobbying program should strive to have an impact on legislation at four points: (1) When the bill is drafted; (2) When it is considered in legislative committee; (3) When it is debated on the floor; and (4) When it goes to the President for a signature.

Numbers count in any lobbying effort. At each of these points, Local union members can influence the process with face-to-face meetings back home with Representatives and Senators, letters, phone calls, Action Faxes, and e-mails. Maximize your effort by building coalitions with advocacy groups and by waging a comprehensive grassroots campaign among your members.

Communicating With Members of Congress

Members of Congress are extremely busy and have many forces influencing how they vote. The power of grassroots action is felt when Members of Congress know that a large number of voters are watching them – that’s when they may make different decisions on how they vote. And they will pay more attention to the voters who tell them which issues they care about and why. As a Local leader, don’t assume that your Senators or Representatives know what issues are important to government employees. Likewise, many of our members can’t identify their elected representatives or how they vote on federal workers issues.
A great source of information on legislative issues affecting government employees and their families is the AFGE web site, www.afge.org. By going to the web site and signing up for the AFGE Action News, local leaders will receive e-mail alerts for calls for grassroots actions by AFGE local union members.

**LEADERSHIP TIP:**

**Profile Your Member of Congress**

The more information we have about the politicians who represent us, the more we can influence a member’s decision. Develop a profile for the Members of Congress who represent your local members. Describe what you know about that Member—do they usually support government workers’ issues? Identify which groups are likely to vote for this person. And determine how much influence the local union can have on shaping the lawmaker’s legislative positions on government employees.

**Government Workers Have the Right to Participate in Political Action**

In general, federal and D.C. government employees have a statutory right to “individually or collectively” petition (or lobby) Congress. The law that covers this right is 5 U.S.C. 7211 which states:

This law legally empowers government workers to contact Members of Congress on their own time (“off the clock”), and off government property (“off the work site”).

“The right of employees, individually or collectively, to petition Congress or a Member of Congress, or to furnish information to either House of Congress, or to a committee or Member thereof, may not be interfered with or denied.”

**Grassroots Lobbying:**

**What’s Legal and What’s Not**

As AFGE members, we have a wealth of grassroots lobbying activities available to us that are both legal and effective. As long as the activity is conducted on personal time using our own equipment or equipment owned by the union, our political actions are protected. What follows is a listing of political actions AFGE leaders and members can take that are legal (DO) and actions that are not (DON’T).

**DO:**

- Visit Members of Congress (MOC) while on leave.
- Write your MOC using your own equipment and your own (or the union’s) paper and postage.
- Contact your MOC using your home phone, personal cell phone, pay phone, or the union’s cell phone or office phone.
- Contact lawmakers using government telephones if you are a union official on official time AND it is permitted under the collective bargaining agreement.
- Use an agency’s mail delivery, e-mail, inter-office phone or other communications system, (IF provided for under a collective bargaining agreement or based on past practice), to advise employees of:
  - AFGE’s legislative positions
  - Legislative proposals
  - Legislative mark-up and voting schedules
  - AFGE testimony
DON'T:

■ Write or phone a MOC when on the job and using the agency’s phone, paper or other equipment.
■ Use agency e-mail or other agency communications systems to circulate sample letters urging MOCs to support or oppose certain legislative proposals.
■ Use agency e-mail or other agency communications systems to urge employees to contact their lawmakers regarding legislative proposals.
■ Use official time and any equipment belonging to an agency to present the views of the union to MOCs UNLESS this is a past practice or is provided for in a collective bargaining agreement.

People-Powered Politics: Union Power vs Corporate Power

Getting our allies into office is the first step towards flexing our union’s political power. This takes money, time, and members. Corporate contractors and other opponents of federal employees understand the need to use their political power. They lobby Congress, they mobilize grassroots campaigns, and they call and write public officials. They raise and spend their own PAC money to elect members of Congress who are accountable to corporations and not to government workers and their families. According to the Federal Elections Commission (FEC), in the 2002 election, corporations outspent labor unions by 12 to 1 in electing their political candidates at the national level. This translates to corporate contributions of $709 million to influence elections, versus $62 million from labor union members’ contributions.

Put simply, we have to do the same. There is a great deal at stake for government workers in who gets elected and how they vote. The outcome of these elections, at the state level, as well as the Congressional level, could mean the difference between safe government jobs with workers rights and decent pay and benefits and less secure jobs without workers rights, health care or a livable wage.

AFGE-PAC

Federal law prohibits business and labor organizations from contributing directly to political candidates. Thus unions are prohibited from spending union dues on behalf of candidates for federal office. AFGE-PAC is a separate fund established by AFGE so that individual voluntary contributions can be made to those candidates who support federal employees and their issues. Because all contributions to PACs must be voluntarily made, Locals cannot extract a price for a so-called PAC membership. PACs may, however, provide recognition for those who contribute to it. AFGE PAC recognizes contributors at various levels—the diamond, gold, silver and bronze levels.

The law requires that all PAC contributions be made voluntarily by the individual donor. In addition, any person soliciting contributions to a PAC must inform the member at the time of solicitation of the committee’s political purpose. AFGE-PAC may receive up to $2,000 per year from any one contributor.
AFGE Legislative Action Fund (LAF)

Each AFGE Local and Council is encouraged to contribute to AFGE’s Legislative Action Fund (LAF). Money from the LAF Fund is used to provide AFGE members with legislative and political education materials as well as assistance in training and mobilizing AFGE members to conduct grassroots lobbying and political action activities. LAF monies are not used for activities directly aimed at the election or defeat of a specific candidate.

The Hatch Act: Its Importance to Government Employees

In 1939, Congress approved landmark legislation known as the Hatch Act to limit the political activities of federal and D.C. employees, and certain employees of state and local governments. In October 1993, legislation which substantially amended the Hatch Act was signed into law. The Hatch Act Reform Amendments of 1993 allow federal employees to participate more fully in the political process—on their own time and away from the worksite. As a result of reform, most government employees can now attend and be active at political rallies and meetings, sign nomination petitions, campaign for or against candidates in partisan elections, distribute campaign literature in partisan elections and even hold office in political clubs or parties.

However, some federal agencies and categories of employees continue to be prohibited from engaging in partisan political activities. For example, employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), National Security Agency (NSA), Secret Service, Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) and career members of the Senior Executive Service (SES) are prohibited from getting involved in the political process.

Permissive Political Activity under the Hatch Act

Under the Hatch Act, most federal and D.C. government employees may take an active part in partisan political campaigns providing such activity is off-duty and not on government property. These employees:

- MAY be candidates for public office in nonpartisan elections.
- MAY register and vote as they choose.
- MAY assist in voter registration drives.
- MAY express opinions about candidates and issues.
- MAY contribute money to political organizations.
- MAY attend and give a speech at a political fundraiser, rally or meeting.
- MAY join and be an active member of a political party or club.
- MAY sign and circulate nominating petitions.
- MAY campaign for or against referendum questions, constitutional amendments, and municipal ordinances.
- MAY campaign for or against candidates in partisan elections.
- MAY distribute campaign literature in partisan elections.
- MAY hold office in political clubs or parties.
Prohibited Activities under the Hatch Act

There continue to be important restrictions on employees’ political activity. Whether on or off duty, federal and D.C. employees:

■ MAY NOT use official authority or influence to interfere with an election.
■ MAY NOT solicit or discourage political activity of anyone with business before her or his agency.
■ MAY NOT solicit, accept or receive political contributions.
■ MAY NOT engage in political activity (including wearing a political button) while on duty, in a government office, while wearing an official uniform or while using a government vehicle.
■ MAY NOT become a candidate in a partisan election.

Working With Coalitions To Build Our Political Power

The more groups supporting an issue from a variety of perspectives, the more strength AFGE has. Sometimes the media or an elected official won’t deal with an issue that is brought to them by an AFGE local, yet will work well with another person or organization supporting AFGE’s position. Statements from AFGE on behalf of government workers may be perceived as self-serving. Despite the union’s concern for public service and government services, AFGE is often seen as being concerned only with job security. Another group’s concern for the continuation of vital public services may be received more readily.

Building coalitions adds strength to AFGE’s position and additional pressure on decision-makers who want to respond to their constituencies. If elected officials perceive that their proposed changes in public policy are being opposed only by a few disgruntled employees and their union, they will probably proceed. If, however, they are bombarded with letters, postcards, petitions, visits, telephone calls, and news articles calling attention to and opposing their proposals from a broad section of the community, they might be convinced to stop them.

LEADERSHIP TIP:

Hints for Effective Coalitions

■ Each participating group must be able to perceive its own self-interest in the coalition.
■ A successful coalition does not require total consensus in every area before it can take action.
■ Internal group conflict is inevitable, should be anticipated, and should be treated constructively as part of the process of coalition building.
■ Negotiating and bargaining are basic to the successful function of any coalition.
Legislative and Political Action Checklist

- Establish a Local Legislative and Political Action Committee.
- Work with the Local Mobilization Committee to develop an internal structure to educate members and engage them in grassroots actions.
- Develop a Local membership database that includes voter registration information and members’ interests in grassroots lobbying and elections.
- Ensure that all Legislative and Political Action Committee members have signed up for the AFGE Action News.
- Identify the political and legislative issues that affect government workers, develop an AFGE-PAC theme that addresses those issues and build your PAC or LAF campaign around that theme.
- Include legislative and political information in your regular union publications. Share grassroots successes.
- Educate members on the issues and involve them in grassroots activities.
- Conduct training sessions for political action volunteers.
- File campaign reports in a timely fashion. Record the name and address of everyone who contributes to AFGE-PAC or LAF.
- Build coalitions to strengthen support for issues affecting government workers and pro-worker candidates.
- Participate in AFL-CIO State and Central Labor Councils’ political activities.
- Urge Legislative and Political Action Committee members to participate in local political party committees.
- Maintain a card file or data base of all your volunteers and community contacts.
- Communicate regularly with LPOs, NOs, and NRs for assistance with building the Local’s legislative and political action program.
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Women’s and Fair Practices
The Women’s and Fair Practices Departments are independent operational departments that work collectively to address civil, human, women’s and workers rights issues in the Federal and D.C. government and within AFGE. The primary objective of the Women’s Department is to ensure that agency and AFGE policies and procedures are free from the artificial barriers to the progress of women in the workplace. The Fair Practices Department is charged with working to eliminate discrimination in the Federal and DC Government and within AFGE.

Human Rights Committee
To accomplish its program goals of education and training, mobilization and legal representation, the Departments work with a 24 member advisory board, AFGE’s Human Rights Committee (HRC). The HRC is comprised of 12 District Women’s Coordinators and 12 District Fair Practices Coordinators who are elected at District Caucus’ meetings every three years. The Committee’s mission is to educate, assist and empower our members in achieving justice, diversity, equality and harmony.

District Women’s and Fair Practices Coordinators
District Women’s Coordinators monitor trends in women’s and working family issues. Particular issues include childcare, gender-based wage discrimination, sexual harassment, alternative work schedules, upward mobility, career development, family friendly leave policies, health and safety matters, and leadership skills development.

The District Fair Practices Coordinators represent members on EEO issues, and they monitor trends in EEO laws and regulations. Both the Women’s and Fair Practices Coordinators assist locals with training and mobilization efforts in their respective districts.

Local Women’s and Fair Practices Coordinators
Part of the responsibility of Local Union Officers is to integrate the Local Union into AFGE’s Coordinators Network by appointing or electing Local Women’s and Fair Practices Coordinators.

The Local Women’s Coordinator (LWC) addresses issues that have an adverse impact on women in the workforce. The main objective of the LWC is to advocate for the rights of AFGE members and to ensure that the agency maintains policies and practices that support women’s progress in the workplace.

The Local Fair Practices Coordinator’s (LFPC) focus is to advocate for Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action in the workplace. His or her primary role is to provide direct assistance and/or counseling to members with inquiries or complaints of discrimination. Both coordinators are involved in mobilizing members in grassroots efforts in support of legislative and agency practices that advance human, civil, and workers’ rights.
Specific duties of Local Women’s and Fair Practices Coordinators include:

- Advising local union officials on issues that impact women and minorities.
- Mobilizing and recruiting members around civil rights and women’s issues.
- Counseling union members on problems that adversely affect employment.
- Informing the Local and National Union on the status of women/minorities in the government agencies within their jurisdiction.
- Advising and assisting local officers in contract negotiations and contract language affecting women and minorities.
- Representing members with EEO discrimination complaints before the EEOC, the MSPB, or in arbitration.
- Examining the Agency’s Affirmative Employment Plan (AEP) and publicizing failures to meet plan goals.
- Assisting locals in developing their strategic plans for advancing civil, human, and workers rights.
- Chairing the Women’s and Fair Practices Committees and recruiting members to serve.
- Writing articles for local newsletters.

Establishing A Local Women’s and Fair Practices Committee

An excellent tool for increasing the visibility of human rights, civil rights, and workers rights in your Local is to establish a Women’s and/or Fair Practices Committee in the Local. Here’s how:

- Review your Constitution/Bylaws. Who appoints committees? How can you assure participation of all areas, occupations, etc.?
- Talk to the leadership and get their support for the committee. Stress that the purpose is to build the union.
- Talk to co-workers about issues and the idea of establishing a committee.
- Elect or appoint a Committee Chair. Recruit Committee members.
- Hold the first meeting. Explain the purpose and how often the committee will meet.
- Conduct a survey of the membership.
- Set priorities and determine goals.
- Begin planning a Local program.

Negotiating Contract Language to Promote Women’s Rights and Fair Practices

To improve human rights at work, it is critical to have a Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) that contains language that will promote women’s and minority rights. Clear, strong, and precise contract language is the most important and effective avenue to equality for all employees. The government’s personnel laws, rules, and regulations do not provide sufficient protection for employees.
Through strong collective bargaining, the union can increase and strengthen employee rights. Effective contract language on the following subjects can help ensure equal treatment for all government employees:

- Non-discrimination
- Pay equity
- Training and promotion
- Leave policies
- Sexual harassment
- Child care
- Reasonable accommodations
- Sexual orientation

The National Women’s and Fair Practices Department has sample contract language to help AFGE Locals negotiate for equality and fair treatment in the workplace. Log on to the AFGE web site for resources and information.

Working with Coalitions to Promote Workplace Equality

There are several workers rights advocacy groups that are affiliated with the AFL-CIO that AFGE leaders and activists can join to increase our power in winning fair treatment at work. Some of these groups include:

- A. Phillip Randolph Institute (APRI)
  1444 Eye Street, NW, Third Floor
  Washington, D.C. 20005-2210
  (202) 289-2774

- Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance (APALA)
  1101 14th Street, NW, Suite 310
  Washington, DC 20005
  (202) 842-1263

- Coalition of Labor Union Women (CLUW)
  1126 16th Street, NW
  Washington, DC 20036
  (202) 466-4610/4615

- Coalition of Black Trade Unionists (CBTU)
  P.O. Box 66268
  Washington, DC 20035-6268
  (202) 429-1203

- Labor Council for Latin American Advancement (LCLAA)
  815 16th Street, NW, Suite 310
  Washington, DC 20006
  (202) 347-4223

- National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC)
  8403 Colesville Road, Suite 1200
  Silver Spring, MD 20910
  (301) 578-8800

- Pride at Work (PAW)
  c/o 501 Third Street, NW, Suite 200
  Washington, DC 20001-2797
Education and Training for Equal Rights Advocates

Every two years, AFGE’s National Women’s and Fair Practices Department sponsors the Human Rights Conference. Included in this conference is basic and advanced instruction for Local and District EEO practitioners and equal rights advocates. The skills based training covers a wide range of civil, human, and workers rights. Additional training is offered through District Leadership Meetings. (For information on training opportunities, contact your District Office or the National Women’s and Fair Practices Departments.)

Staying Informed: The Equalizer and The EEO Advocate

The Women’s and Fair Practices Departments publish two newsletters, *The Equalizer* (a bi-monthly) which provides news and information about legislation, grassroots campaigns, and issues of importance to the civil rights, human rights, and workers rights communities. *The EEO Advocate* is distributed quarterly and is geared towards EEO activists who want in-depth information on issues related to EEO and Civil Rights laws. (Log on to www.afge.org to view current and past issues of The Equalizer and the EEO Advocate.)
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Communications is a vital function of the local union. AFGE’s voice must be heard not only by our members and potential members but by the general public in our communities.

Communicating with the Membership

Communicating with members and non-members falls into two categories—personal contact and formal communications. As a local leader, be sure to organize as much person-to-person contact as possible. Then supplement the personal contact with more formal communications—a regular newsletter or newspaper, membership surveys, bulletin boards, and a local union web site.

Worksite Visits

Communications is not only sending messages to others; it’s hearing others, listening to what they have to say and responding to their ideas. A good communications program means that union leaders must be visible and accessible. Meet regularly with your members and get into the buildings where they work—not just for formal meetings but for informal, one-on-one conversations. Worksite visits help leaders stay informed and close to members and their concerns.

Create a Local Communications Committee

Local leaders need to make internal communications a priority. The most effective way to do this is by creating a Local Union Communications Committee. One of the first tasks of the Committee should be to develop an internal communications plan for the local: What general goals of the union should its communications be designed to achieve? What activities and events need to be supported with internal communications? Clearly define the roles and expectations of the Committee’s members. Make sure that they have the resources and tools they need to create quality communications.

Newsletters

Each local union should have a regular newsletter or newspaper that helps keep members informed about AFGE activities and issues. Include stories and information in the newsletter that will interest the various constituency groups in your Local. Distribute it to all employees and key leaders in the community.

Establishing an editorial policy and production guidelines for the publication will help to keep the Local’s newsletter consistent and in step with the goals of the union.

Effective newsletters are simple and uncluttered. The articles should be short, relevant, and to the point. Make the headlines snappy with short,
colorful words and active verbs. It should include pictures and graphics and be attractively laid out. Ideas for newsletter articles can include:

- Stories about relevant professional issues.
- News about members and profiles of union members.
- Analysis of a particular worksite success or issue.
- Information about the collective bargaining agreement.
- Updates on political and legislative news.
- Surveys on relevant issues.
- Reviews of relevant books and reports.
- Announcements about union meetings.

Creating Online Union Communications

The Internet is an invaluable tool for effective union communications. Employees who can't attend union meetings can receive electronic communications from the Local to keep them informed of union issues and activities. Several AFGE locals have established their own local union web sites. The Local Communications Committee should determine which types of electronic communications best serve the overall communications goals of the Local. For example, does the Local want to create a local union web site or would an electronic bulletin board that reaches members via e-mail better serve its communications needs? (For information on how to set up a local union web site, see AFGE’s Resource Library CD-Rom)

GUIDELINES FOR WRITING A NEWSLETTER

- **Write simply & directly.** Don’t write to impress—write to express. When you have a choice, prefer the shorter word, sentence and paragraph.

- **Use active verbs.** Don’t bore the reader with too many verbs in the passive voice.

- **Use words your reader can picture.** Use concrete nouns. Avoid abstract words.

- **Be positive—avoid negatives.** Tell the reader what is, rather than what is not.

- **Translate the jargon.** Don’t assume your audience knows what the FLRA stands for—spell it out the first time, and, if necessary, explain it.

- **Avoid unnecessary words.** Read over what you write and cross out every unnecessary word.

- **Tell the full story.** Answer the questions of who, what, where, when, why and how when writing your news story.

- **Grab the reader’s attention.** The first paragraph (the “lead”) should summarize the key elements of the story and grab the readers’ attention right away.

- **Be consistent.** For example, if you choose to spell out the word “percent” in your newsletter instead of using the “%” sign, it should be spelled out wherever it’s used.

- **Be credible and accurate.** Get your facts straight. Spell names correctly.
Communicating with the General Public

An important responsibility of AFGE local leaders is to cultivate a positive and dynamic public image of our union to the broader community. If the local is not working to build its credibility in the eyes of the public, other forces over which it has no control will shape the public’s perceptions of AFGE.

Community Outreach

When the Local undertakes one or two major community service projects a year, it sends an important message to the community that the union cares about the general well-being of all citizens, not just the job security of its own members. Community service projects can include working with Veterans’ organizations, discouraging drunk driving, sponsoring an AIDS or other public health fundraising event, and setting up union information booths and exhibits in shopping malls, job fairs, and state and county fairs.

Media Outreach

The news media communicates images and messages about AFGE to the general public. They are the primary source of information that shapes the public’s attitudes towards labor unions. Thus, developing a relationship with the media is a key strategy for increasing the local union’s public image.

News Reporters. Cultivating personal relationships with reporters is one of the most important tasks for union communicators in shaping the public’s perceptions of the local union. A reporter’s job is to fill column inches or air time. And we have the raw materials they need to do their jobs—newsworthy events, expert testimonies, and human interest stories. Get to know the editors and key reporters of the local newspaper and TV and radio news. Meet with them regularly—invite them to union functions. Provide them with research, background information and story leads whenever possible.

AFGE Communications Resources

AFGE Action News. The AFGE Action News is an e-mail service maintained by the AFGE National Office that provides registered members with the latest AFGE news on issues most important to government employees including pay and health care benefits. It’s also a resource to learn about upcoming AFGE conferences and trainings.

Government Standard. This is AFGE’s bi-monthly membership publication and is an excellent source of current news about legislative and policy issues affecting government workers. The Government Standard also contains stories on local union successes in organizing, collective bargaining, grassroots political action, and community service.

AFGE Editors’ Association. The National Office’s Communications Department also publishes a monthly Editor Association’s packet that includes stories, cartoons, and graphics to assist local union newsletter Editors. The Department also sponsors an annual training conference for AFGE newsletter editors.

www.afge.org
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News Releases

Much of the news that is printed or broadcast originates with news releases. A news release announces a forthcoming action, makes a timely comment on an event or current issue. Submit news releases to newspapers, news services, and radio and TV stations so they can incorporate your information into their reporting.

It is important that a news release be well prepared or it will end up in the Editor’s trash can. Here are some guidelines to follow in preparing a press release.

- Create a Headline that Grabs the Reporter’s Attention.
- Begin the News Story with the Essential Information.
- Keep it Short.
- Avoid Jargon and Technical Terms.
- Double Check the Facts.
- Proofread!
- Follow-Up with the Reporter.

Tips for Reaching Out to the Media

- Develop Media Lists. Develop a core media list of reporters for use in distributing news releases. Include local radio and TV, daily and weekly newspapers, and wire services such as AP and Reuters.

- Never Lie to a Reporter. It will ruin your integrity and credibility. If you can’t answer a question, tell them you will get back to them—and make sure you do it.

- Don’t Use Unfamiliar Terms or Jargon. Acronyms and jargon sound like a foreign language to reporters. Use terms that mean something to people.

- Always Return A Reporter’s Phone Calls. If you don’t, they will stop calling. Provide them with a resource if you can’t answer a question.

- Meet Reporters’ Deadlines. The newspaper has to get to the printer and the TV or radio show has to air. If something big is happening in the news, make yourself available at deadline time and the union may get the full story.

- Package Your News for Maximum Impact. In the news media, drama sells. Include dramatic human interest stories, poignant anecdotes, as well as compelling individuals and their testimonials. Pick a setting that visually demonstrates the content of your message.

- Personalize Your Story. As much as possible, personalize your story to the media. It gives people a way to connect to the issue.
Getting Free Media

In addition to issuing news releases, local leaders can utilize other opportunities for free media or PR. Letters to the Editor, news conferences, TV and radio talk shows, public cable TV, and public service announcements are all ways to shape the public’s perception of your local union.

Being a Spokesperson for the Local Union

One of your duties as Local President is to act as a spokesperson for the Local—whether it’s being interviewed by a reporter for the local news, participating as a guest on a call-in talk show, or getting caught by cameras as you step outside your office. Being prepared is the best strategy for controlling the interview process and ensuring that the union is getting its point across. Know the issue about which you are being interviewed. Concentrate on two or three points central to the union’s position. And refine your responses; have ready in advance one concise quote (the Local’s “message”) that can be used in a news article or on radio or television.

Leadership Tip: Customizing AFGE Press Releases

At times, Locals may want to adapt a news release from AFGE national headquarters. Type up a modified press release on the Local’s own letterhead (or just create a cover sheet to the existing press release) and include your Local’s angle on the subject. Include quotes on the issue from the Local President and incorporate examples of how the issue affects government employees in your area.
Mobilizing Our Power
Mobilizing Our Power

Why Mobilize?
AFGE, like most unions, is only as strong as its member involvement. Organizing, problem solving at the work site, political action and contract negotiations all rest on the union’s ability to sign up more members and increase their involvement. Yet, in our Local unions, there is often a tendency to view “individuals” (experienced, bright union leaders) rather than the membership, as the source of our power. We can become too reliant on the crafty union negotiator, the clever chief steward, and the effective local president to solve our problems. But these strategies by themselves will not increase our strength.

The basic premise of mobilization is that our members are the source of local union power and that we increase this power through membership education and involvement. Mobilizing our members is the strategy for reaching AFGE’s 3 major goals:

1. Contract negotiations and enforcement, and resolution of workplace issues;
2. Effective community, legislative and political action; and,
3. Organizing new members in new bargaining units and building our membership in current units.

What Is A Mobilization Strategy?
A Mobilization Strategy allows us to systematically, through an internal structure, educate members on issues and achieve a high level of participation in collective actions. It’s a continuous process of organization, education and collective action.

Mobilization Strategy
A strategy to increase our power through direct membership education & involvement

Structure
Setting up an internal network to reach every worker

Education
Using the structure to brief workers one-on-one about workplace issues

Action
Involving workers in collective actions to address workplace issues
How to Build A Local Mobilization Structure

The foundation of mobilization is the workplace structure, which allows the union to communicate one-on-one, worker-to-worker, with every single member in a short period of time. Without a good structure, you won't be able to conduct one-on-one communications effectively, and without one-on-one contacts, you won't get high participation in collective workplace actions and in grassroots political action. The steps in building the Local mobilization structure include the following:

1. The Local Union President appoints a Local Mobilization Coordinator (LMC) who is responsible for setting up a mobilization structure in each building location, establishing a calendar of mobilization activities and coordinating follow-up on the plan. (Note: If there is more than one bargaining unit in your local, you may need a Local Mobilization Coordinator for each bargaining unit.)

2. The Local Mobilization Coordinator (LMC) sets up the internal structure by compiling a list of all work locations where the Local has members, and identifying the number of bargaining unit members in each work site and the percentage of these workers who are members of AFGE. (See “Building Location Worksheet”)

3. The LMC recruits a Building Mobilization Coordinator (BMC) for each work location or work site and records their names on the “Building Locations Worksheet.”

4. The Local Mobilization Coordinator brings together all of the Building Mobilization Coordinators for a brief training and overview of membership mobilization.

5. The Building Mobilization Coordinators (BMCs) recruit Work Group Mobilizers (WGM), one for every 10-20 members. The BMC records the names of Work Group Mobilizers for each building location or work site on the “Building Locations Worksheet.”

6. Each Building Mobilization Coordinator (BMC) should brings together their Work Group Mobilizers (WGM) to review membership mobilization and outline their roles and responsibilities. Every Work Group Mobilizer identifies the number of bargaining unit members in their specific work area and the percentage of these workers who are AFGE members. (See the “Work Group Mobilizer Worksheet”).

7. The Local Mobilization Coordinator (LMC) follows-up to make sure every workplace and every Local member is reached through the mobilization structure.
LOCAL UNION MOBILIZATION STRUCTURE

Local Union Mobilization Coordinator
Coordinates mobilization effort within and between bargaining units, recruits and trains local work site coordinators, troubleshoots, and evaluates how well the mobilization structure is working in their local.

Work Site Mobilization Coordinators
One for every government location. Coordinates mobilization effort in their work site, recruits and trains workgroup mobilization coordinators, troubleshoots, and reports back how mobilization is going in their location.

Workgroup Mobilization Coordinators
One for every 10-20 workers in a work location. Engages in brief, one-on-one contacts with individual workers, answer questions, and brings back workers’ concerns to the work site coordinator.

Members/Workers
Local union members and workers are contacted one-on-one by workgroup mobilizers. Educated on workplace issues and asked to support and participate in collective actions.
### Building Location Worksheet

**Building a Local Mobilization Structure – First Steps**

**Local**

**Bargaining Unit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building or Work Site Location</th>
<th>Number of Members</th>
<th>Number of Potential Members</th>
<th>% AFGE Members</th>
<th>Building Mobilization Coordinator</th>
<th>Number of Workgroup Mobilizers Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Checklist for Setting Up a Local Union Mobilization Structure

- Secure support from local leaders. Is everyone on board?
- Appoint Local Mobilization Coordinator (LMC).
- Compile a list of all work locations or buildings that are represented by AFGE. Identify the percent of members and potential members in each location.
- Recruit one Building Mobilization Coordinator (BMC) from each work location.
- LMC meets with BMCs to brief them on mobilization, and review their roles and responsibilities.
- BMCs recruit Work Group Mobilizers (WGMs)—1 for every 20 workers.
- Each BMC meets with WGMs to brief them on mobilization and review their roles & responsibilities.
- Work Group Mobilizers (WGM) establish lists of one-on-one contacts, and record each contact and outcome.
- LMC follows-up to make sure every workplace & every member is reached. Meets regularly with BMCs to review and revise structure as needed.
- When a coordinator drops out or leaves, replace them immediately to maintain the structure.

Education and One-on-One Contacts

Education is a vital component of membership mobilization. If workers don’t understand the issue or how it affects them, they will be less willing to get involved in workplace actions. The primary vehicle for education is through one-on-one contacts. These contacts are two-way discussions—the workgroup mobilizer shares information and the member often offers feedback or asks questions.

The mobilization structure is used to deliver one-on-one education issues. The education is carried out by the Work Group Mobilization Coordinators who discuss a specific issue one-on-one with 10-20 workers over a short period of time (5-10 days). Usually, these contacts are brief (5 minutes), but the mobilizer often leaves the worker with an education piece that contains information on the issue. The coordinator may also ask the member to join an action in support of the issue. (For example, wear an AFGE pin, sign a postcard, fill out a survey, etc.)

One-on-One Education Materials

There are two pieces of material used in one-on-one, contacts - an education piece and “yeah...butts.”

Education Piece. The issue flyer provides substantial information and insight on a particular subject to help members better understand the issue they are mobilizing around. This is the information piece which Work Group Mobilization Coordinators give to workers to explain and discuss the issue.
# Work Group Mobilizers Worksheet

## Building a Local Mobilization Structure – Work Group Mobilizers Chart

Local No. ______ Local Mobilization Coordinator ______________________

Phone_______________Cell Phone_______________Email_______________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Location</th>
<th>Building Mobilization Coordinator</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>%M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name: Address: Email: Phone: Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Group Location</th>
<th>Work Group Mobilization Coordinator</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>%M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name: Address: Email: Phone: Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name: Address: Email: Phone: Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name: Address: Email: Phone: Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name: Address: Email: Phone: Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*M = AFGE Member  PM = Potential Member  %M = Percent AFGE Members*
Yeah...Buts. This is a list of several possible objections which workers might offer when contacted one-on-one. For example, “Yeah…but why should I care about the government privatizing my job? I’m retiring next year.” The “Yeah...Buts” prepare Building and Work Group Mobilization Coordinators for worker objections and provide them with possible responses.

Why One-on-One Communication?
Talking with workers one-on-one is the best way to be visible with our members, hear member’s views, and assess how much support the Local has with our members. One-on-one education contacts:

- Reach everyone, especially those who may be less active in the union.
- Are more personal. People respond more readily when someone they know takes the time to talk with them.
- Provide two-way learning and communications. One-on-one requires that you not only talk but listen as well. Members are much more ready to make a commitment to an idea or an activity when they have had a chance to give their opinion, discuss and ask questions.
- Create a union buzz in the workplace. Members start talking at break, lunch and in hallways about workplace issues and the fight. The union comes alive to people and it gains credibility and visibility.

Collective Actions
Collective actions build on one-on-one contacts – these actions give members a chance to do something around the issue they’ve just learned about. Collective actions can be anything from wearing the same shirts or buttons to work, to sending action faxes, standing up at the job, participating in rallies, and lobbying Congress. Collective actions:

- Allow members to participate directly, increasing their feelings of solidarity.
- Send a visible message to management and to legislators that workers are united and serious about the issue.
- Often provide the union with media coverage which allows us to explain our position to the community and increase community support.

In developing your ideas for escalating a campaign, think in terms of “levels of action.” Start with small solidarity actions and build up to more confrontational ones. Understand what your members are willing to do. Don’t try to push people too far, too fast.
Welcoming New Members
Welcoming New Members

First impressions are lasting. When a new worker arrives at a job site, or when a new member is recruited, their introduction to the union should be a positive one. Educate new members about the benefits of AFGE membership:

- A union contract that features alternative work schedules, fair evaluation promotion procedures, training, and equal opportunity;
- An active voice on Capitol Hill that fights for better pay and benefits, improved staffing, appropriations and other employee concerns; and
- Expert legal and job-site representation that protects employee rights and ensures fair treatment.

The benefits of union membership extend outside the workplace, too. A strong labor movement helps to raise the standard of living for everyone.

New Member Orientation

One of the important roles for the AFGE steward is to conduct new worker orientation. It is your job as Local President to make stewards aware of any contract language that gives the union time for new worker orientation so they can police its enforcement at the worksite. If your contract does not include time for new worker orientation, negotiate this contract language during the next round of collective bargaining. Encourage stewards to conduct the orientation as soon as possible after the worker begins their job or the new member is recruited.

One purpose of the orientation is to give members information on the union, but another equally important purpose is for new members to feel that the union is made up of real people, just like themselves, who care about what happens to them. Stewards are the face of the union in the workplace. The more contact we have with new members, the more members will look to the union for information and not the employer.

Developing a New Member Packet

Every AFGE Local should develop a New Member Packet to be given to all new members at orientation. This packet can include a profile of AFGE, a listing of consumer benefits available only to AFGE members including legal, credit cards, and auto buying, a listing of AFGE achievements, as well as specific information about the Local. (Contact your District Office or the M&O Department for information on materials.)

You may also want to include a welcome letter (see sample on next page) and a recent issue of your Local newsletter.

Unions, The Folks Who Brought You…

Let members know what unions have achieved for all of us:

- The 8 Hour Day
- The Weekend
- The Minimum Wage and Overtime Pay
- Social Security
- Medicare
- Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
- Family & Medical Leave

LEADERSHIP TIP:
Sample New Member Letter

The following sample letter can be included in your new member packet.

Dear (New member’s name):

On behalf of the members of AFGE Local____, I am pleased to welcome you to our union.

By joining Local____, you are joining over 200,000 other government workers who have decided to make a better life for our families. AFGE exists to help us do just that.

We’re all very proud of our record at Local____. We’re a union that has always encouraged members to get involved: to attend meetings, join committees, vote on contracts, participate in workplace actions and grassroots political actions, and speak out on workplace issues.

AFGE is as strong as our members. The more members participate, the stronger we will be and the more we will be able to accomplish in bargaining, and in influencing Congress and the Executive Branch to improve our pay and benefits.

At your work site, the union steward will help you with any questions you have. Please remember that stewards are volunteer union representatives and are doing the best that they possibly can. Your steward is__________ (write in name for each packet) and can be reached at______________ (write in telephone number for each packet).

Enclosed is a copy of our AFGE Constitution and Local Bylaws.

Again, welcome! We are proud to have you with us. And we hope you will help us build a strong union that contributes to improving the lives of all government workers and their families.

In Unity,

Local____ President
How to Conduct A New Worker Orientation

The materials you will need to give to new employees and new recruits at orientation include a copy of the contract, a membership card, and a new member packet. At the end of the orientation you want the new employee or recruit to: (1) be aware that AFGE represents them; (2) understand that wages, benefits and working conditions are a result of an active lobbying effort with Congress, and negotiations between the union and the agency; (3) fill out and sign a membership card and become an AFGE member; and (4) get to know a friendly face he or she can turn to with questions or problems.

A New Member or Worker Orientation can be broken down into three simple parts:

Opening: Getting To Know Each Other.
Introduce yourself. Put the new employee at ease. Find a quiet place where you and the new employee can sit down and talk. An introduction might go something like this:

“If there is more than one worker in the orientation, make sure you engage each one in conversation. Give new members the name and telephone number of their steward.

Talking About the Contract.
Give the new employee a copy of the union contract. Turn to selected pages in the contract and briefly explain the following sections. Don’t go into detail—the new worker is more than likely overwhelmed with information.

- **Vacations and Sick Leave.** Point out to new employees what they are entitled to.
- **Holidays.** Highlight the holidays government employees are entitled to and how many there are. Let new workers know these are paid holidays.
- **GSA Wage Schedule and Pay Rates.** Make the point that one of the best features about working in a union workplace is that there are no secrets. By using the wage schedule, workers can keep track of when they are supposed to get an increase.
- **Health Care Benefits.** Let the new employee know how important our health care plan is. Make the point that through AFGE’s efforts in lobbying members of Congress, we have improved the health care plan considerably.
- **Alternative Work Schedules (AWS).** Explain to the new member the contract language on AWS and how they can use it to balance their work and family life. Make the point that AFGE and other government workers unions negotiated the AWS benefit with the government.

End the contract discussion by acknowledging that the new employee is probably overwhelmed by all the information they received. Ask them to put the contract in a safe place so when things settle down, they can look through it. It contains a lot of important information they will want to refer to.
**Why We Need A Union: Signing Up the New Worker.** Explain that workers need an organization in order to have a voice at the workplace. The union is basically a volunteer membership organization and like any other membership organization, our strength and power is based on the membership. Let the new employee know how proud you are of what AFGE has achieved over the past 70 years. The collective bargaining agreement and Congressional law gives us specific rights and benefits, and the union makes sure these gains are not taken away.

End the orientation by asking the new worker to join AFGE and make sure you have him or her fill out the membership card on the spot. Tell the new employee that that once they sign up, their union dues will be approximately $25 a month, and will be automatically deducted from their paycheck. Explain that AFGE dues pay for lobbying on Capitol Hill, contract negotiations, processing

---

**Differences Between A Union And Non-Union Workplace**

We sometimes take for granted the protections the union provides for us on the job, and the difference a union can make in the way we are treated at work. It’s worth reminding ourselves what things would be like without a union.

**UNION**

1. Your wages, benefits and working conditions are protected by law and by the union contract.
2. The contract spells out wage progressions for each job title.
3. The union negotiates benefits and working conditions for everyone. The members vote on it. If they think that it is not a fair statement, they can vote it down.
4. If you’re disciplined for something you didn’t do, the union will defend you.
5. If you do a good job and are in line for a promotion, you will get it.
6. If you don’t like something at work, you can work to change it.
7. Vacations, shifts, layoffs, are based on seniority.

**NON-UNION**

1. Management can change wages, benefits, and working conditions whenever they want.
2. No one knows how much anyone else earns.
3. If you want a specific benefit or accommodation you have to beg for it, or kiss up to the boss.
4. If you are disciplined for something you didn’t do, you are on your own.
5. Promotions can be handed out on any basis—friendship, loyalty, political support, etc.
6. If you don’t like something at work, you can quit.
7. Vacations, shifts, layoffs can be based on the boss’ desires.
of grievances, educating members and stewards on how to resolve problems, the printing of a newsletter, legal representation when necessary, and membership services.

**New Member Follow-Up**

In a couple of weeks, seek out the new employee or new member and ask them how things are going. **Remember:** What you talk about with the new worker is not as important as the attitude you are showing—that he or she is accepted and welcomed, and that the union cares about what happens to them.

You may, at this time, want to review the grievance procedure - or at least review the rights to union representation at all disciplinary meetings so new members know that if they have a problem with management, they should call their steward.

**Why do I Need A Union?**

Without a union, we have little power on the job. Think about it. The voice of one worker can be ignored but the collective voice of all the workers is not so easily dismissed. The Supreme Court said as much in 1937 when it ruled that it was legal for workers to form unions because:

> "...a single employee [is] helpless in dealing with an employer; he [is] dependent ordinarily on his daily wage for the maintenance for himself and his family; that if the employer refuses to pay him the wages he thought fair, he [is] nevertheless unable to leave the employ and resist arbitrary and unfair treatment; that a union [is] essential to give laborers [an] opportunity to deal on an equal level with their employer."

*(NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp, 1937)*

In today’s complex world, individuals join together to increase their effectiveness. Business persons join associations like the National Alliance of Business, doctors join groups like the American Medical Association. And unions are made up of workers who join together for their mutual benefit, like AFGE.
CHAPTER 17

Building A Stewards Structure
Building A Stewards Structure

It is the responsibility of AFGE Local Officers to develop a Local stewards system that trains, informs, and recognizes stewards. A well-developed steward system is a key feature of a strong Local. The steward system ensures that all bargaining unit members are represented by a steward and that all members know who their steward is.

A general guideline for selecting stewards (in some locals they are elected) is to have a steward for every 20-30 workers. A steward structure can be set up by floor, by department, by shift or by any reasonable combination of these. The structure will depend on several factors including the number of workers in a bargaining unit, where the Local is located (e.g. concentrated in a one building or spread out across a city or the country); and working hours (an 8 hour-a-day operation or one that operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.)

Stewards: The Face of the Local Union

Stewards are the key people on your Local Union team. The steward is the one union person our members see everyday when they go to work. In the eyes of most AFGE members, stewards are the union.

Stewards take on a number of roles in the workspace—reaching out to new members, settling grievances, creating member awareness and support on issues, educating and mobilizing members, organizing internally, and listening to workers’ concerns.

Chief Steward

The Chief Steward is usually a Local member who has been active as a steward for a number of years. He or she has experience handling grievances and resolving workplace problems and issues. The Chief Steward is thoroughly familiar with the contract, work rules, and management policies and procedures. The Chief Steward also knows the players - the various managers and supervisors that stewards will be dealing with.

Some Locals have the Chief Steward handle grievances once they reach a certain step in the grievance procedure. Larger Locals may have more than one steward, each of whom is responsible for a number of stewards in a particular facility, agency or large department. The Chief Steward’s duties include:

- Being a resource for other stewards, lending his or her experience, knowledge and expertise to resolving grievances and problems.
- Being an educator and mentor of new stewards in such areas as interpreting contract language or passing on grievance handling skills.
- Maintaining the grievance files for the Local and making sure that information is kept available in one central location.
- Chairing the regular meetings of the Steward Committee.

Training Stewards

It is critical that local union stewards receive the training they need to perform their workplace duties. You will lose an enthusiastic member if they are thrown into the steward’s role without adequate training. Many AFGE Districts and councils provide stewards training at their regular leadership meetings. If it isn’t possible to immediately send a new steward to a steward’s training class, the new steward should be paired with an experienced steward until they feel comfortable with the basics. (A number of resources are available to educate the new steward including an AFGE Basic Steward’s curriculum that is available online at www.afge.org. Many AFGE Districts have also developed basic stewards’ guides.)
Communicating With Stewards

It is important to keep stewards informed and plugged into activities of the Local.

Many AFGE Locals have a Steward Committee that meets regularly. By providing a place where stewards can work together on grievances, problems and workplace issues, this committee can help develop a strong team of stewards, build the confidence of new stewards, and sharpen the skills stewards need to represent members and build stronger local unions. You can use your committee meetings to discuss current and potential grievances, learn what’s happening at different work sites in the local, report on potential problems, and develop problem-solving strategies and action plans.

Other forms of communicating with Stewards could include a one-page typed Stewards’ Bulletin that is distributed weekly or monthly. In order to reach stewards quickly, establish a phone tree, or e-mail network, to relay meeting notices and other short messages to stewards.

Topics for Steward Committee Meetings

**Steward’s Roles.** Ask stewards, “What is the biggest problem a steward faces?” This can generate discussion of the various steward roles.

**Review Current Grievances.** Discuss different approaches to current grievances; strategize how to present a case.

**Contract Interpretation.** At each Committee meeting, spend some time reviewing, interpreting and discussing a specific section of the collective bargaining agreement.

**Mobilizing the Membership.** Discuss and analyze workplace issues and problems to determine if any would make a good “organizing issue” that members can get involved with and take action.

**Signing Up New Members.** Conduct a meeting on ways to sign up new members. Activities can include establishing an organizing goal for the Local, mapping out the workplace to target potential members, recruiting new members using one-on-one communications, and planning “Union Fairs” and “Lunch and Learns.”
Recognizing Stewards

Stewards need to be recognized for their efforts. Some suggestions include:

- In Stewards Committee meetings, compliment stewards on a specific job well done: the handling of a grievance, a mobilization activity, worksite meetings, etc. Ask a steward to share a success story.
- Give stewards AFGE items that identify them as a union representative such as an AFGE briefcase, sport shirt, cap, pin, etc. (These items can be ordered from the AFGE Service Department.)

LEADERSHIP TIP:

Coping with Burnout

One of the major problems facing union activists is “burnout”. In many ways, the steward’s job is the most difficult job in the Local. They feel the pressure from all sides: members, officers, and management. Thus, spotting and coping with burnout is a key part of any plan for steward development.

The following is a list of warning signs indicating “burnout”:

- Feeling constantly exhausted
- Feeling overwhelmed by union responsibilities
- Becoming short-tempered with co-workers, family and friends
- Feeling apathetic
- Feeling unappreciated by Local officers and members
- Wanting to resign
- Feeling like a failure at work
- Developing family problems
- Increased smoking, drinking or drug use

If someone feels like they are in danger of becoming “burned out”, work with them to determine what steps should be taken. Some suggestions in helping a steward avoid “burnout” include changing their work assignments, cutting back on the steward’s union workload, or providing new training opportunities.

- Ask stewards to represent the union at a conference, meeting or dinner.
- Give stewards certificates/awards.
- Run a story in every issue of the Local newsletter on one steward.

Stewards are your best source for developing new leadership in your Local. Your role is to encourage their growth and provide support.
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Grievance Handling and Arbitration

As a local officer you will be assisting stewards with grievances and deciding which grievances to request to be arbitrated. It’s important for our union that we provide stewards with thorough training on grievances and arbitration.

Why We Have a Grievance and Appeals Procedure

The grievance handling system is at the very core of unionism and workplace democracy. It ensures that workers are treated fairly and provides a method for day-to-day enforcement of the contract. Only workers who are represented by a labor union have a formal process for resolving workplace disputes. Each contract spells out the grievance and arbitration procedures that have been negotiated between AFGE and the Agency.

Local Officers and Chief Stewards are responsible for acquainting stewards with the purposes of the grievance and appeals procedure:

■ To enforce the negotiated agreement and agency regulations, and to establish channels through which settlements can be reached;
■ To provide a procedure for settling disputes in an orderly, reasonable manner, and to protect employee rights;
■ To put the united strength and skill of AFGE behind every member who has a legitimate grievance; and,
■ To give federal employees a voice in determining their conditions of employment and a method to fight management injustices against them.

The Two Basic Kinds of Grievances

The most effective way to teach stewards how to approach grievances is to provide them with an easy way to think about them. We can divide grievances into two categories: “Adverse Action” (Disciplinary) and “Other.” Teach stewards to first decide which of the two kinds of grievances they are handling and then to focus their investigation and arguments in the areas needed to win the case.

Adverse Action. Most grievances are taken up by employees as a result of a disciplinary action—where management takes an adverse action against them for an alleged violation of an agency rule or regulation. In these cases, management has the burden of proving guilt.

Other. These are grievances that are filed by the union against the employer which are based upon a violation of the collective bargaining agreement, federal employment law, or past practice. The union generally files these grievances and we have the burden of proof in these cases.

Guidelines for Effective Grievance Handling

In training stewards to handle grievances, provide them with the following guidelines for handling grievances effectively:

■ Settle grievances on the basis of merit only.
■ If the Steward and the first line supervisor who know the situation first hand can settle grievances fairly, it saves time, reduces irritation and builds members’ confidence in the union.
■ Avoid delays. Delays worry the worker and result in a loss of confidence.
■ Define authority and responsibility clearly.
■ Avoid favoritism. Endorse the contract and settle grievances fairly.
A 5-Step Approach to Grievance Handling

Each work day, stewards hear from co-workers about problems on the job. To help determine if these problems are actual grievances and to effectively represent the employee through the grievance handling requires five steps: (1) Identification; (2) Investigation; (3) Documentation; (4) Preparation; and (5) Presentation.

Identification. Stewards need to know how to differentiate a grievance from a “gripe” or complaint. The basic questions used to guide stewards in determining whether a workplace complaint is a grievance is to ask:

- Is there a violation of the contract or of a law?
- Does it involve an area in which management can be held responsible?
- Is there a violation of agency regulations or of past practice?
- Has the employee been treated fairly?

Investigation. Investigation of a problem or complaint begins with talking with people including the affected employee, witnesses who may have seen or heard anything related to the event, and the supervisor involved in the event. For each individual, focus the investigation on asking the same basic questions—known as the “5 Ws”—of each person you talk to:

- Who was involved?
- What happened?
- Where did it happen?
- When did it happen?
- Why is this a grievance?

Documentation. This is the step of collecting the evidence—mostly on paper—that will support your grievance case. Train stewards to collect as much information as they can—you can never be sure which piece of evidence will turn the case to your favor.

Under federal law, local unions have the right to get information that is needed to do the job of representing employees. Thus, stewards have the legal right to get information from the employer that concerns a grievance or potential grievance.

Preparation—Writing the Grievance.

Preparation is the key to success in most things we do as union leaders. Grievance handling is no exception. The outcome of a grievance very often depends on how well the steward prepares ahead of time. Writing up the grievance is a useful—and necessary—tool in preparing the grievance. All grievance forms ask for:

- Basic information about the grievant—name, job title or classification, department, work location, agency, etc.
- Information about what happened (or failed to happen) that brought about the grievance.
- A description of what contract provision, work rule, past practice, etc. that management has violated.
- A requested remedy for the grievance.

Presentation. Before meeting with management, stewards need to prepare an outline for their case. This helps organize the presentation they will make to management. It can also help define exactly what you want to accomplish in the meeting. Remember that in a grievance meeting, the steward is on equal ground with management. It is no longer boss and employee. Treat the supervisor with respect, and demand respect in return.
**Duty of Fair Representation**

When a union wins a representation election, it gains a special status—it is certified as the exclusive representative of all employees in the bargaining unit. With this status comes a legal responsibility known as the “duty of fair representation” (Title VII, section 7114 of the Civil Service Reform Act), which requires that when a union has obtained “exclusive recognition” it must handle the grievances of all employees in the bargaining unit, whether they are members of the union or not.

A steward fulfills the duty of fair representation when all steps are carefully taken to process the individual’s grievance, meeting all time limits in a diligent manner. This means keeping accurate records, logs, and a calendar for each step of the grievance procedure; it also includes advising the employee of your decision on the matter and of the employee’s right to appeal to the Chief Steward and/or Local President.

**Leadership Tip:**

**Meeting the Duty of Fair Representation**

As a Local Officer, convey to stewards that the best way to meet this responsibility is to follow the principle: “Investigate, file and process your grievance cases based on the merits of grievance, not the merits of the grievant.”

**Representation Responsibilities**

The best way to ensure that stewards and local officers fulfill their duty of fair representation to all members of the bargaining unit is to conduct a thorough investigation. All union representatives charged with handling grievances should:

- Fully investigate possible grievances to determine if they have merit.
- Follow the time limits in your contract’s grievance procedure.
- Keep accurate, written records of each grievance.
- Be a strong advocate for all members of the bargaining unit through the grievance procedure.
- Keep the employee informed about the status of the grievance at all steps of the grievance process.
- Always allow the grievant to submit additional evidence or data.
- Notify the grievant as soon as possible—in writing, if the union decides to stop a grievance for lack of merit, or other reason.

**Appeals and Arbitration**

Once a grievance has been processed through all the steps of the grievance procedure, the final step is arbitration. Arbitration is the most “legalistic” and formal of all the grievance handling steps. A professional arbitrator, selected jointly by the union and management hears the grievance, and makes a determination based upon the evidence. The arbitrator’s decision in the case is considered final and binding. The procedures for moving a grievance to arbitration is negotiated in the contract governing the Local’s bargaining unit. In all cases, the union must formally appeal a grievance to the arbitration step.
How Do We Decide Whether to Take a Grievance to Arbitration

Once a grievance has been processed through all steps of the grievance procedures, the Local leaders must ask themselves, “Will this grievance be taken to arbitration?” In order to answer this question, another question must be asked: “Is there a reasonable chance to prevail in arbitration?”

In determining whether the union has a reasonable chance of winning an arbitration case, the leadership must consider several factors:

1. What are the chances of getting a favorable decision in the arbitration?
2. What will the union gain if we win? (Will it clarify a contract right or enforce a right which is in the contract but which the union has been unable to enforce?)
3. What will be the effect of an unfavorable arbitration decision? Can the union live with a bad decision?
4. Does the case have a strong set of facts/evidence to support the union’s position? If not, are we better off waiting for a stronger case on which to arbitrate the issue?
5. Is the issue important to the Local or the Bargaining Unit?
6. Does the case warrant spending the union’s money and resources or are there other cases that are more compelling?
7. Will taking the case to arbitration satisfy a particular group of members? Will it build solidarity in the long run?
8. Is there a way other than arbitration to achieve the same or better results? Would it be better to wait until negotiations? Could workplace pressure (membership mobilization) achieve a better result?

The Steward’s Role in Arbitration Cases

A grievance advances from the first, informal step where the shop stewards are responsible, all the way to the final step—arbitration. Beginning with the initial complaint by the employee and ending with the decision of the arbitrator, the knowledge and ability of the steward is the single most important factor in a successful case. Cases have been won or lost because of how they were handled at the first step.

The Chief Steward, Local President, or National Representative must depend largely on the steward’s documentation of the case when they carry it through to arbitration. The arbitrator will base the corrective action on what was originally requested by the employee, through the steward, and the employee will look to the steward as the vital link for achieving victory and justice. Therefore, a basic understanding of the entire process is necessary for you to perform your duties in the most effective manner possible.

**Leadership Tip:**

Keep the Grievant in the Loop

Throughout the grievance handling process, keep the grievant up to date on the status of the grievance, the date of the next meeting or when the appeal is due back from management, and any discussions that take place concerning the grievance. The employee should never be left in the dark about his or her grievance.
Like everyone else, stewards learn through experience. If the Local wants the steward to handle grievances effectively, it must give the steward an opportunity to learn through watching the Local’s experienced representatives in action while they handle grievances. When possible, the new steward should be brought in at higher steps of the grievance procedure. The Local can also help to assist by providing the steward with advice from the Local’s experienced grievance handlers. On routine grievances the steward should be encouraged to seek advice and then go back and handle the first-step grievance alone. This is one way a Local can build confidence in its new steward. And last, but not least, stewards deserve and appreciate a word of thanks for a job well done.
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PRESIDENT KENNEDY

On Employee Unions

“I have always believed that the right of Federal employees to deal collectively with the Federal departments and agencies in which they are employed should be protected.”

From a letter written by Mr. Kennedy one week before he was elected President.

“The American Federation of Government Employees has played a notable part in broadening and deepening the standards of career and merit service in our Government. I want to express my appreciation to working with your members as I take on the

Inauguration.
AFGE History

For nearly two centuries, government employees have organized into labor unions to fight for dignity, respect, and an improved standard of living for working families. The White House, Congress, Office of Personnel Management, and our government agencies have never “given” government employees improved working conditions without a fight.

From 1830 to 1862, Navy shipyard workers and government printers mobilized and waged strikes against their employers to shorten the work day for unionized federal workers from 12-14 hours to 10 hours and finally 8 hours. These early federal workers fought for comparable pay and for the establishment of the U.S. Civil Service Commission. In 1912, Congress enacted a law which officially recognized the right of federal workers to organize but banned federal worker strikes. In 1917, the American Federation of Labor (AFL) granted a charter to a newly formed government employees union, the forerunner of the AFGE. Between 1918 and 1931, government employee unions won gains in collective bargaining rights for unionized government printers, limits on Sunday work hours, and the passage of the first federal retirement law. In 1932, government workers reorganized themselves into the American Federation of Government Employees.

For the past 70 years, AFGE has been in the forefront of government employees’ struggles for a living wage, paid health care and retirement, union rights, fair treatment, child care and education subsidies, flexible work schedules and political freedoms.

_Take pride in our AFGE history and take part in making AFGE history, today._

1932 - 1952

AFGE is chartered on August 18, 1932.

AFGE fights for the Thomas Amendment which establishes a 40-hour work week and overtime for wage board employees.

In 1935, Congress passes the Wagner Act which gives private sector workers the right to organize and bargain collectively, and to engage in collective actions, including strikes, in support of these rights.

AFGE fights for sick leave and 26 days of annual leave for government workers.

AFGE membership grows to 25,000 in 1937.

AFGE fights to extend civil service status to 130,000 government employees bringing retirement rights to most federal workers. AFGE succeeds in reducing age limits for optional retirement.

In 1939, Congress passes the Hatch Act, severely limiting government workers’ political activities.

AFL and AFGE advocate a 5-hour, 35-hour work week for government employees with a minimum annual wage of $1,500.
1932 - 1952 (continued)

AFGE membership grows to 28,000 in 1941.

Government freezes employee wages during WWII. By end of war, pay gap between private and government sector workers is 15%.

In 1945, AFGE successfully lobbies for Federal Employees Pay Act, which increases classified salaries by 15.9% and provides payment for overtime, night and holiday work.

In 1947, Taft-Hartley Act amends Wagner Act and bans public employee strikes.

AFGE secures 11 percent pay increase for government workers.

President Truman signs HR6454, which permits 20-year retirement for certain officers and employees who do hazardous work, including prison guards.

In 1959, AFGE wins fight to end inequities in granting holidays to government employees—provides eight paid holidays a year regardless of work schedule or day of week in which holiday falls.

AFGE membership grows to 83,000 in 1961.

In 1962 AFGE fights for President Kennedy’s EO10988 which establishes exclusive recognition and bargaining rights to unions in the federal government. Membership jumps 159%.

Federal Salary Reform Act increases salaries and establishes a new principle of comparability between government and private industry wages. Includes 8-hour overtime law for wage board workers.

1952 - 1972

AFGE membership grows to 61,000 in 1952.

In 1952, AFL and Congress of Industrial Organizations merge into the AFL-CIO.

AFGE and the AFL-CIO work to overhaul government retirement laws, providing retirement at 55 years of age with 30 years of service. Assures nearly all government employees a 20% increase in their basic retirement annuity.

In 1956, General Printing Office (GPO) craft employees are the first group of federal workers to be granted a shorter work week without reduction of pay. This brings pay and hours in line with private print shop workers.

AFGE secures enactment of Health Benefits Act authorizing federal government to pay part of health insurance plans.

1972 - 1982

AFGE successfully lobbies for the Wage Grade Act, giving government blue-collar workers representation in wage setting-decisions. Congress passes Federal Pay Comparability Act giving government unions representation in monitoring the data and decision making used to set annual pay adjustments for comparability.

President Nixon issues EO11491, which establishes formal collective bargaining in the federal government.

In 1974, AFGE votes to create a Women’s Department to advance women’s leadership roles in the union.

AFGE fights for employee protections in the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, including the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) to protect whistleblowers, and extending the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) coverage to government workers.
In 1979, AFGE spearheads effort to create collective bargaining for D.C. workers, which includes bargaining for pay and benefits.

In 1980, AFGE Convention delegates vote to make the Women’s Department Director a member of the National Executive Council (NEC).

Over 6,000 AFGE members march along with half a million other labor union members on Solidarity Day 1981.

In 1981, President Reagan fires air traffic controllers in Air Traffic Controllers Strike. Professional Air Traffic Controllers Association (PATCO) leaders are jailed as Reagan declares war on government workers.

In 1982, AFGE signs its first national agreements with Social Security Administration (SSA) covering 60,000 SSA employees and the Department of Veterans’ Administration (DVA), covering 125,000 DVA employees.

AFGE launches “Lunch and Learn” program for government workers to talk with union organizers.

Four thousand AFGE activists come to Washington, DC in 1986 to draw up a “Government Employee Bill of Rights” as part of the union’s “Unity is Power” campaign.

AFGE argues successfully in Supreme Court against law banning government workers from receiving income for off-duty activities unrelated to their jobs.

Gram-Rudman-Hollings balanced budget law passes in 1986. Law immediately rescinds Cost of Living Adjustments (COLAs) for government workers. In 1987, President Reagan proposes eliminating 20,000 government jobs. General Services Administration (GSA) seeks to contract out work to meet its staffing cuts.

AFGE wins first preliminary injunction against government employee drug testing at Fort Stewart, Georgia.

U.S. Court of Appeals agrees with AFGE that Hatch Act cannot be used to restrict public speech of government employees unless there is a connection between the statement and a political candidate or activity.

AFGE conducts “Quality of Public Service Survey” to SSA workers nationwide regarding the effects of working conditions on public service. 80% cite staffing shortages as primary cause of excessive backlogs, and poor customer service.

In 1990, AFGE’s NEC establishes a Health and Safety Committee to monitor workplace problems and advocate legislation providing full OSHA coverage for government employees.

1982 – 1992

AFGE launches campaign to clean up federal prisons after several AFGE prison guards are killed and assaulted.

In 1985, AFGE wins $3.75 million class action suit against Warner Robins on behalf of thousands of African-American workers discriminated against in hiring and promotions. Two hundred and forty members of the class receive promotions.

AFGE helps save government retirement benefits through the creation of the Federal Employees Retirement System in 1986.

In 1986, President Reagan issues EO requiring random drug testing of government workers. AFGE defeats initiative through its “Don’t Piss on Me” campaign.
1982 – 1992 (continued)

AFGE negotiates joint labor management project with McClellan Air Force Base making AFGE an equal partner with management in determining productivity, compensation and quality of work life.

In 1991, AFGE pushes President Bush to sign FEPCA, establishing locality pay to close the 30% pay gap between government and private sectors. President Clinton subsequently rejects FEPCA pay formula and refuses to follow its mandates.

AFGE helps draft legislation to amend the 1991 Civil Rights Act, which, for the first time, brings the right of jury trial and compensatory damages to government employees who fall victim to unlawful discrimination.

Congress passes AFGE-backed provisions in Defense Authorization Bill to aid DoD workers facing job cuts including employee buyout payments of up to $25,000, continued health care coverage, a minimum 60-day Reduction in Force (RIF) notice and job training.

AFGE holds its first Firefighter Seminar focusing on employment issues for both firefighters and chiefs. AFGE Firefighter Manuals become the standard practice guides for firefighters, chiefs, and human resources and labor relations specialists.

In 1993, Hatch Act Reform provides government workers many of the same rights as other Americans to participate in political activities.

AFGE membership grows to 171,000 in 1994.

AFGE and Veterans Benefits Administration enter into settlement agreement in which employees in 15 positions are awarded over $15 million in back pay.

AFGE launches Metropolitan Empowerment Initiatives (Metros) to develop membership drives in areas where government agencies and workers are highly concentrated. Campaign yields 10,000 new members by 1996.

AFGE holds its first Human Rights Conference.

1992 – 2000

In 1993, 800,000 federal workers are locked out, losing over 50 days of work, as the result of congressional budget battles over cuts in retirement and health benefits government workers.

AFGE membership grows to 176,000 in 1996.

In 1997, AFGE’s agreement with Hughes Aircraft prohibits contracting, for the first time, and includes “successor” clause to ensure union recognition by a new owner.


In 1997, AFGE wins a $30 million recovery in lost overtime pay at for SSA workers—the largest Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) win in the federal sector.
AFGE issues “white paper” on state of labor relations within the BoP, citing 14 examples of alleged management abuse of the disciplinary process. NEC initiates a joint Prisons Council Task Force to revitalize partnership activities and improve working conditions and labor management relations in the BoP.

In 1998, AFGE defeats wholesale privatization of DoD. AFGE defeats contractor backed “Freedom from Government Competition Act” and replaces it with the Federal Activities Inventory Review Act (FAIR) (A-76) which codifies existing government regulations.

AFGE wins decade–long pay fight for government firefighters. 10,000 firefighters receive a 10% pay adjustment in addition to their regular pay increase.

D.C. Control Board voids labor agreement with D.C. employees. AFGE files successful lawsuit restoring back pay and collective bargaining rights to D.C. government employees. New contract increases pay and bargaining protections.

AFGE successfully pushes for pilot program in 1998 to provide child care subsidies for low-wage government workers. Negotiates agreements at DOL, OPM, and GSA which provide up to a 30% child care subsidy to eligible employees.

Union membership grows to 186,000 in 1998.

AFGE holds second seminar on firefighter employment issues. Congress passes AFGE-drafted Firefighter Pay Bill, creating fair method for calculating firefighter pay.

In 1999, AFGE derails proposals to privatize Social Security. Launches grassroots campaign, Stop Wasting America’s Money on Privatization (SWAMP), to urge Congress to suspend further government contracting until true costs of privatization are assessed.

AFGE pushes President Clinton to expand the use of sick leave for government employees who need to care for seriously ill family members.

AFGE reaches agreement with GSA to cancel its decision to close its eight remaining federal supply warehouses saving jobs for 2000 GSA workers.

AFGE organizes 6,000 new members during 40 METROs. Holds its first Organizing Institute. Membership reaches over 190,000 in 1999.

In 1999, AFGE wins three U.S. Supreme Court cases which: (1) enables Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to order government agencies to pay compensatory damages in discrimination cases; (2) wins the right for government workers to have a union representative present during questioning by the OIG; and (3) upholds AFGE’s right to initiate mid-term bargaining.

AFGE holds its first blue collar pay conference to plan long term strategies to improve blue collar pay for government employees. “Vision 1999 Conference” is convened to design AFGE’s organizing growth strategy. Planning conference for AFGE professionals is also held. Nearly 2000 DVA professionals join AFGE.

In 1999, AFGE files lawsuit in U.S. District Court to order USDA to use federal inspectors, not industry representatives, to conduct meat and poultry inspections.

AFGE’s grassroots campaign forces Congress and the President to provide biggest largest pay raise to government employees since 1980.

AFGE successfully fights to retain employee benefits for paid eye exam and eyeglasses in Master Agreement with SSA.
2000 - 2001

In 2000, AFGE lobbies Congress to take away the discretion of Department of DVA Medical Directors to deny nurses an annual pay raise. Legislation guarantees that DVA nurses and other health care workers receive the same increase GS workers receive, plus locality pay.

Hundreds of AFGE members participate in creation of an AFGE memorial quilt honoring AFGE members who lost their lives in the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing.

Membership grows to nearly 200,000 in 2000. Five additional professional units are added to AFGE’s DVA unit.

In 2000, the AFGE-supported Truthfulness, Responsibility and Accountability in Contracting (TRAC) Act is introduced in Congress and in the D.C. government.

At DoD, AFGE establishes the most systematic Congressional reporting requirements for contracting and downsizing of any government agency. AFGE blocks privatization attempt of government owned Hydroelectric Power Plant at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan.

U.S. Court of Appeals rules in favor of AFGE’s 5300 federal food inspectors stating that the law requires food inspections to be conducted by federal inspectors, not private industry.

Agencies required, for first time, to report formally on their progress in opening up the decision making process to union workers.

President Clinton directs DHSS and GSA to develop guidelines on the use of Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) in government buildings to prevent deaths of workers by cardiac arrest.

GAO report on Competitive Contracting adopts AFGE position that contractors should be held to the same scrutiny as government employees.

In 2000, AFGE and Veterans Benefits Administration enter into settlement agreement for Computer Specialists for $1 million in back pay. Prison employees receive $120 million in back pay in historic AFGE and BoP settlement.


AFGE wins Saturday premium pay for DVA health care workers. Law requires DVA to establish safe staffing levels and improve retirement benefits.

In 2001, AFGE negotiates permanent child care subsidies for low income government employees. 15 federal agencies participate.

On September 11, 2001, over 3,000 people (one-third who are union members), lose their lives in attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center. Six AFGE Locals are directly affected by the attacks. Nearly 10,000 union workers lose their jobs as a result of the tragedy.

AFGE wins fight to have airport screening performed by experienced government employees in the newly formed Transportation Services Administration (TSA).

AFGE leads national effort to fight prison privatization through involvement in the Public Safety and Justice Campaign.
AFGE fights to overturn EO requiring contractors to post notices that people in the private sector don’t have to join a union. Bush issues a second EO to eliminate requirement that workers on government projects receive union negotiated wages.

AFGE active membership reaches 200,000 in 2002.

In 2002, AFGE celebrates 70th birthday. Holds National Leadership Meeting to set strategic goals in organizing, legislation and political action, representation, communications, and leadership development.

2002

President Bush issues EO13252 that denies union representation to more than 1,000 DOJ employees due to national security concerns.

NEC votes to organize the 40,000 employees of the newly formed TSA which is charged with providing security at America’s airports.

President Bush announces plans to consolidate 22 federal agencies into the Homeland Security Department and take away union rights.


AFGE successfully lobbies Congress to reject President’s Bush 2.6% pay proposal for government employees and pass a for 4.1% increase.

AFGE wins $75,000 in back pay for government employees at the National Cemetery Administration.

AFGE active membership reaches 200,000 in 2002.

In 2002, AFGE celebrates 70th birthday. Holds National Leadership Meeting to set strategic goals in organizing, legislation and political action, representation, communications, and leadership development.